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Introduction
The series of the "Journees des Actinides", coming now to its ninth edi-
tion, have represented a useful occasion for researchers of different Euro-
pean Laboratories to exchange results and ideas. They have been mostly de-
dicated to the physics, chemistry and physical chemistry of the solid state
of actinides, metals and compounds. They have taken place at different sites,
sponsored, in turn, by a different Laboratory or Institution: thus, personal
contacts and discussions have been stimulated.
The special feature of these conferences has been their informality. In the
"Journees", researchers may present, at their will, completed works or just
work being performed and even puzzling results or ideas, in the hope of being
enlightened and helped, during the Journees, by others. Another feature has
always been the strong interdisciplinarity of these conferences: in them, the
physicist learns, for instance, how difficult the preparation of the "exotic"
sample is, which he uses for his measurements, the chemist deepens his know-
ledge by following "exotic" theoretical treatments of the actinide physics.
In presenting the Proceedings of the "geme Journee des Actinides", held in
Karlsruhe from May 31 to June 1, 1979, we are happy to realize that the fea-
tures above mentioned have been amply respected: in fact, they are essential
to the success of the "Journee". In addition, we are happy to see that the
field of actinide research is continuously expanding, as proved by the interest
and the work of Laboratories not present in precedent editions, and by the
inspiring results in all fields,which have been discussed.
It is necessary to clarify the spirit of the Proceedings that we offer;
they respect the feature of informality of the Journee. They contain there-
fore already published work (which is referenced) as well as uncomplete re-
sults and even abstracts. It is reminded that the choice, whether to appear
with a written text or with an abstract only was left to individual authors.
In concluding these introductory remarks, we express the hope that new and
inspiring "Journees" will take place, giving bther Laboratories the chance
(and the head-ache) of organizing and us the opportunity of learning.
II
We wish to thank all Participants, and the Organizations sponsoring
the Journee:
Basil KANELLAKOPULOS
Kernforschungszentrum' Karl sruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe
Livio MANES
European Institute for Transuranium
Elements, Joint Research Center of
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REACTIONS DES IONS D'ELEMENTS F EN SOLUTION AQUEUSE
AVEC DES LIGANDS A SOUFRE ATOME DONNEUR




Les composes et complexes des ions d'actinides et de
lanthanides avec le soufre sont interesGants a etudier du fait
de la faible difference d'eleccronegativite entre le soufre et
les ions des elementsf. Celle-ci doit permettre d'observer des liai-
sons a electrons plus delocalises qui n'existeront pas dans les
, .
composes ou l'atome donneur" du ligand est plus electronegatif.
Sur la figure 1 sont rassembles deux graphiques montrant la va-
riation des parametres de maille pour des composes isostructuraux
oxygen~s et soufres des elements 4 f et 5 f 111. Dans les sesqui-
oxydes, on a une variation sensiblement parallele des distances
metal-ligand pour les deux series, alors que dans les monosulfures
le parametres de la maille cubique varie differemment dans les
deux series.
En premiere appr~ximation, on peut supposer que les dif-
ferences d'aptitude a la delocalisation des electrons 4 f et 5 f
sont revelees pour les sulfures, alors qu'elles sont masquees pour les
oxydes a cause de la forte ionicite des liaisons metal-oxygene.
En solution aqueuse, les sulfures d'elements f sont de-
composes car la competition soufre-oxygene pour les sites de coor-
dination du metal est en faveur de ce dernier. En milieu anhydre
e~ sous atmosphere inerte Holah et Brown /2/ ont prepare des com-
plexes d' actinides trivalents et tetravalents avec les ions di-
thiocarbamates. Sur la figure 2 est represent~ le polyedre de coor-
dination du neptunium dans le compose Np (DTC)4 N Et 4•
-6-
Les complexes d' actinides hexavalents avec les dithiocarbamates
tels que U0 2 (DTC)2 131 et U0 2 (DTC)3 N Et 4 14J ont egalement
ete etudies (figure 2).
Par extraction Curtui et al 15 et 6f ont mis en eviden-
ce des complexes del'uranium avecdes acides dialkyldithiophospho-
riques, tel que U0 2 (DTP)2' ROH et U0 2 (DTP)2' TBP. Nos travaux
171 sur l'extraction de l'uranium a partir d'un milieu acide phos-
phorique concentre, par un melange acide dialkyldithiophosphorique
- compose orgonophosphore neutre ayant l'oxygene pour atome don-
neur ont egalement permis de montrer qu'un complexe de formule
U0 2 (H2P04) {DEHDTP) (R3PO) etait obtenu en phase organique.
2 - Partie experimentale.
Tous les produits utilises sont de quatlite Normapur.
Les acides dialkyldithiophosphoriques ont ete synthetise s
par l'I.R.C.H.A.
L'etude de la complexation des actinides par les dithio-
phosphates en milieu aqueux, a ete realisee ~n utilisant deux
techniques :
-. spectroscopie UV -visible (Cary 17) par la methode
des solutions correspondantes. On a effectue les mesures de den-
site aptique a une longueur d' onde de 380 nm, sur la bande de
transfert de charge soufre-uranium.
- spectroscopie d'emmission Raman (Coderg). Dn a etudie
les variations de la bande de vibration symetrique uranium-oxygene
a 870 cm- 1 en fonction de la concentration en dithiophosphate.
Un etalon interne est necessaire afin de normaliser les ·spectres du
fait des fluctations d'intensites emises et des rendements de la
detection qui peuvent varier d'une experience a l'autre.
3 - Resultats.
Nous allons presenter les resultats d'etudes de comple-
xes avec les dialkyldithiophosphates dont la formule developpee
est montree sur la figure 4.
Par rapport aux dithiocarbamates, ils presentent les
avantages suivants :
- les dithiocarbamates sont rapidement d~composes en mi-
-7-
lieu acide pour donner CS 2 et l'amine protonee, alors que les
dialkyldi thiophosphates sont beaucoup plus stables 1''81 .
- Les pKa des dialkyldithiophosphates sont plus petits
que ceux des dithiocarbamates ce qui permettra d'etudier les comp-




C2 H5 4.04 1.62
C3 H7 4.7 g 1.75
C4 Hg 5.19 1.82





On adetermine la premlere constante de complexation
regie 'par l'~quation suivante
= 1 t 0,2
On trouve une consiante de complexation = 1 t 0,2 avec
les dialkyldithiophosphates ayant pour radical, CH
3
, C2H5 ou C4Hg.
On peut voir sur la figure 5, un spectre Raman d'une solution d'ura-
nium 5.10- 2 M. La bande ä 870 cm- 1 correspond ä la vibratiG~ de
l'ion aqueux et celle ä 860 cm-1 ä celle du complexe 1 : 1.




, nous n'observons la formation que d'un complexe
1 : 1, il se forme avec le dibutyldithiophosphate un second com-
plexe qui demixe. Cette demixion peut etre ättribuee au fait que
le complexe est neutre, et par ailleurs que les chaines butyl sont.
hydrophobes. Le spectre Raman de ce complexe, montre que la bande
de vibration Uranium-oxygene est deplacee a 845 cm- 1 .
Un phenomene de precipitation est mis en evidence avec
le Neptunium V. En effet nqus n'observons pas de formation de com-
plexe entre les ions Np (V) et dimethyl ou diethyldithiophosphate.
Par contre avec l'ion dibutyldithiophosphate on obtient la preci-
pitation du complexe 1 : 1 • 11 a ete etudie par la methode de 50-
lubili te. La solubili te des ions Np (V) est rnontree sur la ~igure6 en
fonction de la concentration en ions DTP dans le surnageant. On a
verifie par spectrophotometrie que la solution ne contient que des
+ions Np02 .
-9-
La eoneentration des ions Np02+ en solution obeit a la
loi du produit de solubilite.
Ks = (NP02 +) . (DTP-)
Tableau 11 : Comparaison des produits de solubilite des
dibutylphosphates et dibutyldithiophosphates de neptumium (V).
Complexe Ks ref
~------------------------------------ --.------------
Np02 (DTP) 9 10-5 -
~---------------------- --------------1--------------
Np02 (DBP) 5.2 10-7 19,
On a eonsigne Tableau 11 les produimde solubilite des
eomposes peu solubles neptunium (V) dibutylphosphate et neptunium
(V)dibutyldithiophdsphate. On peut remarquer l'insolubilit~ plus
grande du eomplexe forme avee le donneur oxygene. ,
L'etude speetrophotometrique a montre que les deux ions
trivalents ne forment pas de eomplexes en solution aqueuse avec
les ions dialkyldithiophosphates.
4 - Conelusion
Notre etude a montre que le eomplexe U0 2 (DTP)+ existe en
solution aqueuse. Des eomplexes plus riehes en ligand sont obser-
ves dans des phases organiques en eontaet avec des solutions
aqueuses.
Dans le cas des ions pentavalents on peut preeipiter
le eompose Np02(DTP), xH 20 avec le radieal butyl. Lorsque le ra-
dical est ethylOU methyl ;3,'.l.cun solide n' est observe. Comme dans ~e
eas de la formation du second eomplexe de l'uranium (VI), un e~­
fet da a la loneueur des chaines organiques du ligand est observe.
En l~etat actuel de nos travaux, on peut dresser la s§-




Cet ordre est le meme que celui des complexes azotures
ou sulfocyanures (11). La faible stabilite des complexes observes
est en accord avec l'idee qu'on se fait d'un ion de type "a" d'a-
pr~s la classification de Chatt, Arhland et Davies (10). Les ~a­
leurs du Tableau 111 permettent de comparer la stabilite des com-
plexes des ions U0 2
2+ (type a) et Pb 2+ (type b) avec les ions di-
butylphosphate et dibutyldithiophosphate.
Tableau 111 : Comparaison des constantes de formation des
complexes 1 : 1 des ions U0 2





2+ 10 0 104. 43
------------~-------------------------------------~
Pb 2+ 1029 . 4 1.310
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Figure 1 : Comparalson des parametres de maille
des sesquioxydes et des monosulfures d~elements
4 f et 5 f.
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Figure 2 : Polyedre de coordination des ions
Np (111) dans le-compose Np(DTC)4 N(Et)4
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Figure 3 : Polyedre de coordination de l'uranium
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Figure.6 : Solubilite des ions Np(V) en milieu
dibutyldithiophosphorique.
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Eu (11) COMPLEX FORMATION IN SOLUTION
G. LE MAROIS t C. MUSlKAS
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires
de Fontenay-aux-Roses
The complex chemistry of f block element in the divalent state has
not been investigated extensively. Generally it is supposed that Eu (11)
behaves like Sr (11) the &lkaline earth ion which has the closest ionic
radius. We shall report a study of Eu (11) complex ions with orthophenan-
throline.
The main conclusions drawn from that study are :
- Eu (11) give complexes with orthophenanthroline which are more
stable than Eu (111) ones and Sr (11) ones.
This can be probably imputed to the 4 f electrons participation to the
bonds which is probably important in the case of the rather soft orthophe-
nanthroline ligand. In addition to thermodynamic stabilization t coordination
to orthophenanthroline slow down the rate of oxidation of Eu (11) by oxygen
or water.
-18-,
PREPARATION AND X-RAY ANALYSIS OF (n S-C s Hs )UC1 3 .2HMPA: TRICHLORO-
(nS-CYCLOPENTADIENYL)BIS(HEXAMETHYLPHOSPHORAMIDE)URANIUM(IV).
F. Benetollo, G. Bombieri, G. De Pao1i and P. Zanella
Laboratorio di Chimica e TecnoZogia dei RadioeZementi deZ C.N.R.
Corso Stati Uniti - 35100 PADOVA - ItaZy
K. W. Bagna1l
Chemistry Department, University of Manchester, MANCHESTER
M13 9P1 - EngZand
Fo11owing a research program on oxygen-donor comp1exes of
cyclopentadienyl uranium(IV) ha1ides 1 , the compound (nS-CsHs)
UC1 3 ·2HMPA (HMPA = Hexarnethylphosphoramide) was prepared by
reacting UC14. 2HMPA and (n s -CsHs)T1 (molar ratio = 1) in tetr~
hydrofuran at room ternperature. Prismatic green crystals were
obtained by crystallization of the crude product from a mixture
of n-pentane and tetrahydrofuran.
Cr y s tal data . ( n 5 - C5 H5 ) UCl d HMPA) 2 , mon0c 1 in i c , a = 9. 94 2 ( 6) ,
b=32.005(15), c=9.576(6) j, ß=106.3(1)O, Z=4. Space group







of (n s -CsHs)UC13(HMPA)2
in which the uranium
atom has a coordination
geometry quite simi1ar
to tha t of the TPPO
derivative (TPPO = tri:.
phenylphosphine oxide) 2.
A view of the mo1ecu1e
i s given in figure. The
coordination octahedron
is form8d by two oxygen atoms of the HMPA ligands in cis-position,
three ch10rine atoms and the cyc1opentadieny1 ring. The substi tution
of the HMPA for TPPO does not inf1uence the coordination geometry
around the uranium atom.
1. K.W.Bagna11, J.Edwards and A.C.Tempest, J. Chem. Soc., Da1ton,
295, 1978 and ref. therein.
2. G.Bombieri, G. De Pao1i, A.De1 Pra and K.W.Bagna11, Inorg.Nuc1.
Chem.Letters, li, 359 (1978).
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CHEMISTRY OF MENDELEVIUM: MONOVALENT STATE OF
MENDELEVIUM IS NOT OBSERVED IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION.
F. David, K. Samhoun (Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Orsay),
E.K. Hulet, P.A. Baisden, R. Doughan, J.H. L and rum ,
R. W. Lougheed, J. F. Wild (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory),
G. D. O'Kelley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Abstract
A radiopolarographic study of mendelevium has been performed at
LawreI).ce Berkeley Laboratory following the Oak Ridge work. The element
" d" d . h 24l A 249Cf 254E 255 F d 256 F . 1 .lS stu 1e Wlt m, , s, m an m 1n non comp eX1ng
aqueous medium: tetramethylammonium perchlorate and the influence of
Cl and citrate ions are examined.
In non complexing medium, the measured half wave potential of
mendelevium is -1. 74 VIs. C. E. which agrees with the one deduced from
previous radiocoulometric experiments in acetic medium. The presence of
Cl ions does not in troduce a shifting of the wave.
Moreover, the number of produced atoms (,...) 10
6
) is sufficient to get
the logarithmic transformed wave. As with fermium, one measure a 30 mV
slope which agrees with a 2 ---t 0 process.
In presence of citrate ions, the observed shift of the wave is similar
to the shift measured with Fm.
These experimental data show that, at a very negative potential
(-1.74 v/s.c.E.), mendelevium cannotbe considered as aCs+ or silver
like ion. Therefore, one has to reconsider the discovery of the monovalency
of mendelevium.
The scheme of the "Journees des Actinides" correlates redox proper-
ties of actinides with electronic configuration (Fig. 1). Since it is not possible
to get macroamounts of elements as heavy or heavier than fermium, the only
-20-
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Fig. 1 - Actinide scheme.
way to study such heavy elements is radiochemistry. We will present here
new experimental data obtained at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory which
concern redox properties of mendelevium.
Last year at Liege, radiocoulometric data obtained at Oak Ridge
(1) have been presented. Fig. 2 shows the plot of the ratio ~ d/b versus
potential. 7D being the half time of the reduction process and ~d the limiting
value of "'. One can demonstrate that such curve is similar to a polarogra-
phic wave (2). 256 Fm and 256Md are studied in acetate and citrate medium.
They show a very similar behavior in these condi tions. The observed shift
with citrate ions led us to conc1ude that Md cannot be considered as a
cesium like element as Mikheev et al. proposed in 73 (3).
However for a definitive answer on the question of the monovalency
of mendelevium in aqueous solution, one has to consider the possibility of
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Fig. 2 - Equivalent current-potential curves of 256 F m. and 256Md
obtained in O. 1 M am.m.onium. acetate buHer (1eft) and O. 1 M
am.m.onium. citrate at pHI'\I6 (right).
This pos sibili ty wou1d be re1ated to the fact that the e1ectronic configuration
of Md+ should be a com.p1ete f 14 subshell sim.ilar1y to silver + which has a
com.p1eted d subshe11.
Therefore it is necessary to consider a particular possibility of
com.plexation of Md +.
This is the reason why new experim.ents were perform.ed at Berkeley.
It was pos sible to get 10
6
Md atom.s per irradiation which are necessary for
radiopolarographic experim.ents.
-22-
To decide if Md could be a silver like ion, we used the properties
of these ions to be strongly complexed with Cl-. Therefore, radiopolaro-
grams were obtained in a non c anplexing medium: tetramethylammonium
perchlorate and in presence of Cl and citrate ions.
The production of Md is performed at the 88 inch cyelotron of
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
With a cross section of the order of the mb, one produce 10
6
atoms
256 257 . . 2
of Md and Md WhlCh are collected on a Be fOll (4.9 mg/cm ). They
are both 90 % electronic capture and 10 % 0( , which make 0<. -measurements
difficult. More over O(-energy of the produced atoms are elose as shown on
Table 1 (% branching is given in ( )).
Table 1
T 1/ 2
Decay Energy of 0( in MeV
255
Fm 201 h 0<. 7.03
256
Fm 157 mn SF (92), 0<..(8) 6.86
255
Md 27 mn EC (90),~ (10) 7.34
256
Md 77 mn EC (90), 0( (10) 7.20
257
Md 5.4 h EC (90),0<.(10) 7.07
To get internal moni tor inside the experimental solution, one added
241 249 254
known amounts of Am, Cf and Es with the same radioactivity level
as that of the studied isotopes.
The general flowsheet of the separation of mendelevium isotopes is
given on Fig. 3.
Produced atoms of mendelevium and fermium and the einsteinium
knock out the target are collected on a Be foil which is dissolved by 6 M HCl,
Separation of Be is achieved by precipitation of lanthanum fluorides. After
dissolution, precipitation of the hydroxides and a new dissolution, a cation






Fig. 3 - Chemical separation flowsheet.
The atoms are recovered with HCl 0
4
first, to eliminate organie
c ompounds and Cl- ions, and after wi th the polarogr aphic medium which
. . al . . f 241 A_ 249Cf d 254Econtalns eqUlv ent quantl tles 0 .ruu, an s.
Mendelevium could be measured through two different methods since
, 256
Md 256 has a 10 % ()( -branching with 90 % electronic capture and Fm, the
daughter, decreased mostly by spontaneous fission.
-'24-
On Fig. 4, one as an O<-spectrum of a sample. In the spectrum which
is taken several hours after irradiation, one has mostly 256Fm and 257Md .






























Fig. 4 - Cl( -spectrum of a sample.
Moreover the O\-contribution of 256 Fm can be calculated precisely from
the fission events since the ratio c<./F.S. is known (that ratio is chosen
arbitrarily on Fig. 4).
Therefore one get the Cl( 's due to mendelevium isotopes by a substraction
from the total CX measured between 6.8 and 7.8 MeV and those due to Fm.
The second wäy of measuring Fm and Md atoms in each sample is the
al . f d d f f" d 256Fm · th . 1an YS1S 0 growth an ecay curve 0 lSSlons ue to Wl a east-
mean square fitting. A comparison of both methods shows a good agreement
in the obtained data.
-25-
The electrochemical reaction :
n+ -
M + ne + Hg M(Hg)
is studied by the radiopolarographic method which has been exposed previously
(see for example (4)). Radiopolarograms, similar to polarographic waves,
are obtained by plotting the number of reduced atoms or radioactivity A versus
the applied potential at the dropping mercury electrode.
Fig. 5 gives example of waves obtained in a non complexing medium













1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00 2.10
-E V /S.C.E.
Fig. 5 - Radiopolarograms of Am, Cm, Bk, Cf and Es in 0.1 M LiCl,
pH 2.2 at 25 0 C.
Since one has about 105 atoms of mendelevium after the chemical
separation it was necessary to use a microcell in order to accomodate a
volume of solution as small as possible.
The experimental device is shown on Fig. 6. A volume of solution of
about 200 ~ is hung in contact with the mercury drop, the compartment
of reference electrode and of the anode. This is done by a slight lowering of















The mercury drops are collected dry by going through the interphase
aqueous-solution-air and a filter paper funnel.
Each wave is obtained with 8 points and 2 different irradiations.
Waves of Cf, Es, Fm and Md are obtained simultaneously. As
example, we have here Cf and Es waves (Fig. 7) determined with such
experimen tal device for the medium o. I M TMA CIG4 at pH 2.4.
The logarithmic transformed wave is also reported. The measure of
half wave potential and slopes are consistent with previous data for non com-
piexing medium.
Therefore, these elements are used as internal monitor for radio-
activity measurement and for potential calibration as well.
Fig. 8 shows a wave of Fm with the same medium. Data are again
consistent with previous measurement : we have here a 2 ----:, 0 reduction
process as expected.


















RadlOpolarogram of Cf and Es in O. I M
tetramethylammonium perchlorate, pH 2.4.























Fig. 8 - Radiopolarogram and logarithrnic transformed

















Fig. 9 - Radiopolarogram and logarithm.ic transform.ed
wave of Md (same conditions as in Fig. 7).
Line a : slope corresponds to 30 m.V.
Line b : slope corresponds to 59 m. V.
TABLE 2.
Experimental half- wave potentials
Ä .. E 11/SCEElement 1 Z 3 4
Z49
Cf 1. 75 (2) 1.765 (5) L 786 (5) -
Z54
Es 1. 71 (1) 1.123 (5) 1. 715 (5) ..
Fm 1. 12 (1) 1.740 (5) 1.126 (5) rv 1. 82
Md 1.73 (1) 1.755 (5) 1.755 (5) .-.J 1. 80
Exp. (1) : 0.1 M T.M.A. CI0
4
, pH 2.4
Exp. (2) : 0.1 M T.M.A. CI0
4
, pH 2.4
Exp. (3) : 0.1 M LiCl, pH 2.4




medium. Half wave potential is essentially the same as deduced from radio-
coulometric measurement in acetic medium. The slope a of log AIAJ--A
is 30 mV as in case of Fm. The slope b corresponds to 59 mV. It is obvious
that it cannot fit the experimental points.
On table 2 we have the measured half wave potential of the studied
elements, for TMA ClO4' LiCl and lithium citrate.
The data confirmed the values measured previously by radiocoulometry.
Half wave potential of Md is about 10 mV more negative than Fm and no signi-
ficant difference is observed between ClO4 and Cl- medium. Therefore, it is
demonstrate that Cl doesn't complexe significantly Md ions.
Moreover :
- the shift of 90 mV measured with the same citrate medium is
similar to the one observed for Fm and Ba ions;
- the slope of log A/A.Q - A versus E is 30 mV for both elements
in non complexing medium.
Both observations show that the reduction process of Md which occurs
in aqueous solution at a very negative potential corresponds to a 2 -? 0
process. Therefore, there is no experimental fact to conc1ude that mendelevium
is monovalent in aqueous solution.
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SUMMARY
Single crystals of protactinium arsenides (PaAs 2, Pa3As 4
and PaAs)
were prepared from the elements by chemical vapour transport using
iodine as transporting agent. In a van Arkel process, the protactinium
arsenides were deposited on an induction-heated tungsten support.
Depending on the compounds deposition temperatures ranged,from
o 01000 to 2200 C, whereas the quartz bulb was kept at 400 to 450 C.
The single phase deposits were identified and characterized by
X-ray diffraction methods. The values of the lattice parameters,
compared with the values of the corresponding compounds of the
actinide series, are discussed in terms of delocalization of the
5f electrons •.
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1. I NTRODUCTI ON
Starting with van Arkel protactinium prepared at the gramme scale
/1,2/, protactinium pnictidesare being synthesized for solid
state studies in order to complete an investigation of the
pnictidcs of lighter actinides.
For many solid state property measurements, single crystals are
required. Single crystals of the higher uranium and neptunium
pnictides can be grown by chemical vapour transport in sealed
quartz bulbs using iodine as transporting agent /3,4,5,6/.
Attempts to prepare thorium pnictides and the monopnictides of
uranium and protactinium by this method resulted in the attack
of the quartz wall /5,7/, even at temperatures as low as 800 °c.
Reaction with the wall material could be avoided by using a Van
Arkel type procedure for direct synthesis of actinide pnictides
/8/ : starting from the elements and in presence of iodine as
transporting agent, single crystals and films can be grown on a
radiofrequency heated tungsten support (temperature T2) whereas
the quartz bulb is maintained at a lower temperature (Tl)'
We report here the application of this method for the preparation of
single crystals of-theprotactinium arsenides
PaAs 2, Pa3As 4 and PaAs.
2. EXPERmENTAL
All experiments were performed in inert atmosphere glove boxes
because of the radiotoxicity of 231 pa and the chemical reactivity
of the element and its pnictides.
2.1. Ma teri als
High purity Pa metal (0<20 ppm, N<15 ppm, Si = 300 ppm) was
prepared by a modified Van Arkel procedure /1,2/. Pure "pro analysi"
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arsenic and "suprapure" iodine (Merck A.G., Darmstadt) were
further purified by sublimation at 10-6 torr. The tungsten
supports, fabricated from a single crystal (r1aterials Research
Corporation, Orangeburg, New York) were electropolished /9/.
2.2. Van Arkel process for pnictide synthesis : equipment and
conditions.
The van Arkel process is carried out in an evacuated (10-6 torr)
quartz bulb, which contains the tungsten support, the elements and
a quartz capillary with the transporting agent (fig. 1). The process
can be described as follows
4 As(s)
Pa(s) + ~ I2(g)
______T~1 ~~ As4(g)
Pa I (g)z
x PaI (g) + *As 4(g)z
where Tl and T2 (T2 > Tl) are the temperatures of the furnace (i.e.
of the quartz bulb) and of the tungsten support, respectively. In
reality the process is more complicated. During the heating of the
bulb to temperature Tl' further reactions between arsenic and iodine
leading to arsenic iodide,and between this and the protactinium
metal leading to protactinium iodide and arsenic are observed. It is
unknown which protactinium iodide is involved in the transport, although
our observations point to the more volatile pentaiodide. ihe evidence
consistsof i) a lower bulb temperature for the preparation of
protactinium pnictides than for thorium pnictides /8/ ; ii) dark
brown vapours typical of PaIS ; iii) non transported products
containing traces of an orthorhombic compound with lattice parameters
attributed previously to PaI S /10/.
The tempera ture Tl determi nes the vapour pressure of the i odi de and,
together with T2, controls the deposition rate at the support.The
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temperature T2 determines,.in addition, the composition of the
depos i ted compound. ·'he condi ti ons for the· synthes i s of protac-
tinium arsenides are summarized in table 1.
2.3. X-ray analysis
The single phase deposits were identified and characterized by
X-ray diffraction methods. X-ray powder patterns were taken at room
temperature using standard Debye-Scherrer and Gandolfi /11/
cameras of 114.6 mm diameter, with filtered copper radiation. Ilford
G X-ray film was used. Line intensities were visually estimated ;
line positionswere read using a micrometer with 0.02 mrn precision.
After indexing the various reflexions, the lattice parameters were
calculated by the least squares method, using the LCR-2 program
/12/. The Nelson-Riley extrapolation function was used. Error
limits indicated correspond to one standard deviation.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In all Cilses small single crystals (0.1-0.2 mm) were obtained. The
measured lattice parameters are presented in table 2 compared with
literature data /13/. For PaAs , prepared for the first time, the
observed and calculated reflexions are listed in table 3.
As can be seen from tigs. 2 and 3, the lattice parameters of protac-
tinium arsenides, unlike the case of mo~onitrides, are similar to those
of the corresponding uranium compounds. This can be ascribed to the
increase of the occupation number of the protactinium 5f band with
increasing atomic number (and with the corresponding decreasing of
electronegativity) of the bonded pnictogen. In analogy with PaC, for
which the measurements of magnetic susceptibility (14) show temperature
independent diamagnetism and the probable absence of 5f electrons,
we can suggest that for PaN, the occupation number is very low.
-~-
The jump observed in the lattice parameters of the arsenides going
from thorium to protactinium suggests the presence of bonding 5-f
electrons. By comparing the lattice parameters of the actinide
monoarsenides with the corresponding lanthanide compounds (localised
4-f electrons) the protactinium 5-f electron bonding seems moreover
to be a maximum in the series.
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Compound Tl (0C) T2(°C)
PaAs 2 400 1000
Pa 3As 4 400 1500
PaAs 450 > 2000
Table 1




Compounds Symmetry Space Group
measured 1iterature /13/
PaAs 2 tetragonal P4/nmm
a = 3.9748 ± 0.0003 a = 3.978
c = 8.159 ± 0.001 c = 8.154
-
Pa 3As4 b.c.c.
143d ..- a = 8.5224 ± 0.0004 a = 8.524
PaAs f.c.c. Fm31i1 a = 5.7560 ± 0.0003 -
Table 2













































































































































Fig. 1. Van Arkel process equipment : 1, thermal insulation ;
2, starting materials; 3, iodine capillary ; 4, resistance
heater (quartz tube with a heating coil) ; 5, HF induction
coil ; 6, optical pyrometer (T2) ; 7, tungsten support;
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Fig. 2. Volume per formula weight containing one actinide versus
atomic number for actinide arsenides : MAs 2 (anti~Fe2As
structure type), M3As 4 (Th3P4 structure type)and
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Fig. 3. Lattice parameter vs. atomic number for mononitrides and
monoarsenides of the actinides and the corresponding lanthanides.
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Quelques r6sultats r6cents des recherehes sur
les composes d'actinides
Andrzej Wojakowski
Institut des Basses Temperatures et des Recherehes
Structurales,
de l'Academie Polonaise des Sciences, 50950 wroc~aw,
P.O. Box 937, Pologne
L'arseniure de thorium Th 3AS 4
et leur solutions solides
avec l'arseniure d/uranium isotype ont ete obtenus par la
methode de van Arkel modifiee. Les propri6tes electriques
de Th 3As 4 et de (ThxU1_x)3AS4 (1~x<0.85) ont ete mesur6es
et leurs proprietes serniconductrices ont ete montr6es.
La qualite des monocristaux de USb 2 obtenus par differentes
methodes (transport chimique, cristallization de solution
liquide U-Sb ou U-Sb-Sn) a et6 etudiee.
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Analyse des impuretes metalliques dans les actinides de purete
elevee par spectrographie diemission au moyen d'un plasma
d'argon induit par haute frequence (ICAP-OES)
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Apres avoir passe en revue les methodes dejä existantes d'analyse
de traces des composes d'actinides, nous avons decrit celles qui
utilisent le plasma d'argon induit par haute frequence (ICAP). Nous
avons egalement mis en evidence et decrit un certain nombre de condi-
tions requises ~ la manipulation des composes d'actinides. Les
problemes techniques et pratiques dJinstallation d'un ICAP en bOlte
ä gants (couplage optique et refroidissement des gaz) sont decrits
et discutes. Nous avons resume les conditions choisies pour notre
installation et.compare- les limites de detection deduites de notre
travail avec celles de la litterature. Des echantillons d'americium
et de protactinium ont ete analyses. Nous donnons egalement les
resultats d'analyse pour quelques elements.
-44-
Introduction
La purete elevee des actinides et de leurs composes, qui sont prepares
actuellement aliInstitut des Transuraniens de Karlsruhe necessite l'utili-
sation de methodes d'analyse de traces metalliques tres poussees.
Lors de la preparation des actinides, nous devons tenir compte de leur
radioactivite specifique, de leur prix d1achat et de leur purete finale.
Cela implique peu de substances a manipuler, donc peu de substances
preparees. En consequence 1 lanalyse requiert une methode d1analyse tres
puissante repondant a une preC1S10n tres grande, a une limite de detection
tres basse, au dosage simultane de plusieurs elements et a une quantite
d'echantillon faible. Ce qui nous amene a considerer les quelques methodes
existantes actuellement utilisabl~dans ces conditions (Tab. 1).
Tnb. 1: ComparniGon des ffiethodes pour l'nnalysc dc trnces
ImTIIoDES PAHTICULAIlIES
SPECTHOHETRIE DE NASSE PAH E'rINCELLES -
SPARK SOUHGE HASS SPEGTRONETHY
- Echnntillon solide
- P~obldoCG techniques: Etnlonnagc
appnreil en boite agants
- Bonne limite de detection
SPECTROI'lETHIE DE HASSE PAH ErHSSION D' IONS
3EJONDADES - SECONDAHY lOH 11.\SS SPECTROHETRI
- Echnntillon solide
- Probl~~es techniques: Etnlonnages.
nppnreil en boite a bant~
i nhomagimei te
UIN°
- Analyse no destructive et analyse de surface
- Tr~s bonne limite de detection, specialement
pour les elements legers
~'lETIIODES OPTIQUES (SPECTROGRAPHIQUES)




~TIHCELLES SUR ELECTHODE DE CUIVRE - COPPER SPARK
- Echnntillon solide
- Limite de detection moins favorable
DISTILLATION FRACTIONNEE AVEC ENTRAINEUR -
CARRIER DISTILLATION
- Echantillon solide (poudre)
- Limite de detection ,,-,10 ppm a partir de 150 mg
d 'echanti 110n
- Inhomogeneite (20 - 30 %d'imprecision)
PLASI1A
(1) A ARG COHTINU - PLASI1A JET
- Corrosion des electrodes
- Bruit de fond eleve
- Bonne limite de detection
:) A 1I,\U'l'E }<'HE'tlJEU:;E (2) - 150 11Hz) - IUDUCTIVELI
COUPLED lU1GOH PLASi~
- Tres bonne limita de detection (~ppb)
- Imprecision 2 a ) % °
- Insensibilite aux effetso~ematrice
~) A TRES HAUTE FREQUENCE (~2500 l'lliz) - CAPACITIVEL~
or INDUCTIVELY COUPLED MICROWAVE PLASMA
- Bonne limite de detection
- Sensible aux effets de matrice
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On subdivise generalement ces methodes en deux groupes importants.
Selon nos criteres et nos imperatifs, la seule methode optique utili-
sable est celle employant le plasma induit par haute frequence.
Description du plasma
Un plasma est un gaz dont une fraction significative des elements
constitutifs est alletat ionise. Dans le type de plasma que nous
avons choisi, une frequence de 25 a 150 MHz creee ~Rr effet de peRu,
un plasma dont la forme est toroidale alors qu1une frequence inferieure
a 5 MHz donne un plasma en forme de goutte.
Les avantages de 1a forme toroi~da 1e par rapport aux autres resi de nt
surtout dans:
1. 1 'injection axiale aisee rle la substance anRlysee
2. le passage de 1 'echantillon dans le plasma s'effectuant rlans un tunnel
a gradiant radial de temperature faible, entoure d/une zone plus chaude.
Les temperatures obtenues dans les plasmas utilises ades fins analytiques,
sont generalement comprises entre 6000 et 10 000 K. 11 slavere donc ne-
cessaire d'isoler le plasma des parois de la torche qui sont en quartz.
Cette isolation est realisee par la technique du Vortex, creee par un flux
tangentiel d'argon.





I Coeur du pl.sm.
11 d'observatlon
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Fig.l: Diagramme de distribution spatiale des temperatures




La zone No. 2 est beaucoup plus transparente et nermet
de realiser des analyses.
La zone No. 3 possede les memes caracteristiques qu1une flamme classique,
mais les turbulences dont elle est le siege lui donnent peu de valeur
analytique.
Installation en Botte aGants
L'analyse d'actinides de hautes puretes et de hautes radioactivites spe-
cifiques requiert 1 'installation de 1 'ICAPStand en boTte a gants.
Afin de permettre 1 'utilisation alternative de 1 'ICAP et de la "carr ier
distillation" avec le meme spectrographe, les boTtes agants sont montees
sur des supports speciaux. Ces supports sont mobiles sur rails fixes au
sol pour fournir un deplacement et un alignement doux, rapide et repro-
ductible en face du spectrographe Ebert 3,4 m. Le meilleur alignement
Slopere allaide d'un petit laser He/Ne qui tolere une erreur maximale de
deplacement (axes y,z) de ± 0,5 mm.
Le mise en boTte agants de 1 'ICAP proprement dite pose quelques problemes
particuliers auxquels s'ajoutent egalement les imperatifs ayant attrait
aux regles de securites.
Les problemes specifiques sont:
1. La transmission par cable coaxial d'une puissance developpee de 4 kW
par le generateur aux spires.
2. Le refroidissement energique des gaz s'echappant du brOleur a ctes
temperatures de 8000 a l20000C pour obtenir 300C aux filtres de sortie
de la bOlte a gants.
3. L'ajustement et la manipulation du systeme d'aerosolisation.
4. Le recueillement du drain et du condensat provenant des solutions
analysees.
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La figure 2 donne une vue generale de l'ICAP.
Fig.2. Vue generale de l'ICAP. Generateur haute frequence de 27 MHz,
4 kW; Spectrographe type EBERT 3,4 m; Balte a plasma (de gauche
a droite).
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Choix du Syteme d'aeroso1isation
La solution a ana1yser est introduite dans 1e plasma sous forme
d'aeroso1. Parmi 1es quatre nebu1iseurs 1es plus courammant emp10yes
(Concentric glass nebu1izer - CGN, cross f10w nebu1izer - CFN, fritted
disk nebu1izer - FDN, u1trasonic nebu1izer), trois sont pneumatiques, 1e
quatrieme est u1trasonique. Ce1ui-ci, bien que sa qua1ite d'aeroso1
soit exce11ente, 11 emploi en est ma1aise~ Nous avons experimente ""
1e CGN et FDN; ce dernier, ma1gre son rendement exceptionne1, nl~ pas
ete choisi car son temps de memoire etait beaucoup trop 10ng et son emp10i
trop de1icat. Le CFN exigeant un reg1age de capi11aires qui niest pas
faci1e a faire en boite a_gants, nous avonsopte pour CGN qui, ma1gre
son rendement mediocre, est d'une extreme faci1ite de manipulation en
boite a gants. La chambre de nebu1isation est de modele Scott et Fasse1
a deux tubes coaxiaux.On a vei11i a une optima1isation de
- 1a segregation des goutte1ettes formees,
- 1a stabi1isation du broui11ard forme,
- 1'homogeneisation de 1laeroso1,
- vaporisation de 1 l aeroso1.
Analyse parametrique de 1'ICAP et limite de detection
Le travai1 ana1ytique est sujet essentie11ement aux trois parametres
suivants;
La puissance transmise au plasma (kW)
- Le debit de "gaz porteur d'aeroso1 (11min)
La hauteur d'observation dans 1e plasma (mm).
La puissance transmise determine 1a temperature du plasma, qui se10n 1a
10i de repartition de Bo1tzmann pour des temperatures de 1'ordre de
6000 a 8000 K,. favorise 1es niveaux energetiques superieurs et donc
1'intensite des raies ioniques par rapport aux raies fondamentales.
Le debit d'argon, gaz porteur d'aeroso1, inf1uence 1e temps de sejour des
atomes dans 1e plasma mais ega1ement 1a temperature du coeur du plasma
et 1a hauteur d'observation.
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Ces trois parametress'influeneent mutuellement et retentissent diffe-
remment sur 1'intensite des raies d'analyse et du bruit de fond. On
trouvera done pour ehaque installation un optimum partieulier par le
rapport signal sur bruit de fond (S/N).
La hauteur d'observation optimum varie done aussi bien pour des raies
d'elements differents que pour les raies ioniques et atomiques d'un meme
element.
En ayant optimalise les eonditions pour ehaque element (eas ideal), on
peut obtenir les limites de deteetion suivantes (Tab. 2), qui sont eom-
parees i eelles del'absorption atomique avee flamme. On remarquera la
superiorite tres nette de 1 I ICAP pour tous les elements diffieiles
eomme les terres rares et les elements refraetaires.
Tab. 2. COMPARAISON DES LIMITES DE DETECTION
I.C.A.P [analyse multitHementaire]
F.A.A.S [analyse elementaire ]
< 1 ppb 1 - 10 pp b 10 -100ppb 100 -·500ppb >500 ppb
I.C.A.P F. A.A.S I.C.A. P I. A.A. S I.C.A.P F. A.A.S I.C.A. P F. A.A. S I. C.A. P F.A ..\.S
AI Mo ße Ag Si Ag Au AI Si Dy B
ß Na Ca As Sn Ba ur As Sn Ug Gd
Da Nb Cd Bi Th Co In Au Te Tm Ge
Be Ni Mg Ily Tm Cr Nd Bi Ti Zr Hr
Ca Sr Mn Er Cu P Er Th La'
Cd Ti Zn Eu Fe Pr Eu V Lu
Ce V Gd Na Pt Ga Y Nd
Co W Ug Nb Sm Ho Yb P
Cr Y 110 Ni Td In Pr
Cu Yb Lu Pb Tb Mo Sm
Fe Zn Pb Sr Te Pd Ta
Ga Zr Pd TI Pt Tb
Ge Rh U Rh U




Analyse multielementaire par ICAP
Pour des analyses simultanees de plusieurs elements, 1 'etude pre-
alable des parametres fait apparaitre la necessite d'une solution de
compromis. Nos conditions sont les suivantes:
Puissance (Wr )





Des exemples d'analyses dioxide commercial d'americium et de protacti-
nium de haute purete sont donnees dans le tableau 3. Les limites de de-
tection sont elaborees avec des solutions propres de chaque element, mais
avec 1es condi'ti ons. de compromfs· mentionnees ci-dessus.
Tab. 3. Analyse dioxide d'americium et de protactinium metal
, , , ,
ELEMENTS AMERICIUM PROTACTINIUM LIMITES DE DETECTION
ox i d e commercial me' ta • purifie
(p pm)± 10% (ppm):!:: 10 % mg ._1
B 5 0.4 0,01
Ba 18 2.5 0.0 1
-
Cr 20 11 0.0 1
Fe 5 25 0.005
Hf 2 1.5 0.025
Hg 60 1 5 0,0 1
Mg 4 0.08 0,001
Mn 0,4 O. 1 0.00 1
1-----
Mo 2400 0.4 0.015
Pt 1 3 70 0.005
U 1 000 2 2 1
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I. Introduction.
The optical spectra of the actinide ions, incorporated as isolated ions
in crystals, are not as weIl understood as those of the lanthanides or 3 d
elements. The main problem is that the energies of the crystal field, inter-
electron repulsion and spin-orbit interactions are comparable (1, 2, 3).
Th d " d ""d" " U
4+" h f2 f" "" the most stu le actinl e Ion lS Slnce t e con 19uration lS e
simplest case in which, using the crystal field model, there are more energy
levels than paraxneters. We have obtained absorption and emission spectra of
U
4 + in ThBr4 (4, 5) and ThC1
4
• At 4 K the spectra consist of many more lines
than could be reasonably attributed to zero phonon electronic transition" To
help separate vibrational from electronic transition and to be sure there is no
change in the structure between room temperature and 4 K, we investigated
Raxnan scattering and I. R. absorption of U
4 + in ThBr4 and ThC1
4
in. the tempe-
rature range 300 to 4 K.
H. Experimental results.







4 + single crystals.
ThBr4 and ThC1
4
are tetragonal crystals belonging to the space group
D~~ (6). The two ThBr4 or ThC1
4
per unit cell support 30 modes of vibration.
The representation formed by cartesian displacement coordonates has the
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The modes belonging to the species Al ' Bland E are Rarnan active while
g g g
the A and E are infrared active.
Zu u
Rarnan spectra were recorded from 5 to 400 cm-1. We have used a
right angle geometry and by choosing the appropriate polarization for the in-
cident and scattering light, the Rarnan tensor components can be determined.
According to group theory, Al ; Al and BI j B
Z
andE modes are allowed
g g g g g
for C( ~ 0( ,ot.. ~ (/.. and 0<. ,0< respectively. Taking into account
zz xx yy xy xz yz
the possible mixing of species, we have assigned the room temperature
observed frequencies to the different modes. As the spectra obtained with U
4
+
doped and undoped crystals are quite similar, we will discuss only ThBr4 and
ThCl
4
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As the temperature is lowered, there is essentially no change in the frequency
of lines and no anomalous spectrum until 9Z K for ThBr4 and 70 K for ThCl
4
.
Below these temperatures the spectra become very different and several addi-
tional Rarnan lines are observed. This is due to a phase transition (Fig. Z).
A better proof for the existence of a phase transition is the observation
of a soft mode or unstable optical phonon. In the low temperature phase, we
-1 -1
have observed a band shifting from 5 cm at 88 K to 19 cm at 4 K. The
temperature dependance of a such a mode, lowering its frequency with the
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~ncreasing of the temperature leads to a dynarnical instability of the crystal.
I
Fig. 3 summarizes the Rarnan spectra observed at different tempera-
tures where the soft mode decreases in frequency toward zero as the phase
transition was approached from below. Above the transition temperature, the
soft mode does exist and increasesits frequency from zero but becomes Rarnan
inactive in the high temperature form.
In the case of soft modes, we expect that the frequency W = A(Tc-TyB
over a substantiel temperature range near the phase transition temperature Tc.
To get ß and Tc' we have plotted W 1/fJ versus T (fig. 4). F'rom this figure
we can deduce that the temperature dependance is given by e.v = A (92 _ T)1/3
IH. Conclusion
The existence of a soft mode clearly demonstrates the existence of a
phase transition at 92 K for ThBr
4
and 70 K for ThC1
4
• Although Raman and
infrared experiments permitted us to separate some vibrational transitions
from pure electronic tr ansi tions, i t is still neces s ary to know the s tructure
and specially the symmetry site of U
4
+ in the low temperature form in order
to interpret the visible spectrum.
X-ray experiments are now in progress. Up to now the only thing we
can say about the structure is that in the new phase, the fourford axis is pre-
served.
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- Stokes Raman spectra of ThBr4
at 300· K for right angle scatte-
ring.
A : incident beam direction.
B : incident polarization.
C : scattered polarization.
D : scattered beam direction.












,Fig. 2 - Temperature dependance of part of th~
E spectrum above and below the phase
tdnsition.
F],g. 3- Temperature evolution of the pola-
rized low frequency Raman spectra





Fig. 4 - Temperature dependance of the soft mode
frequency W •
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ETUDE DES FLUORURES ET OXYFLUORURES DE PLUTONIUM
PAR THERMOCHROMATOGRAPHIE
B. Jouniaux, Y. Legoux, J. Merinis, G. Bouiss'ieres
Laboratoire de Radiochimie, Institut de Physique Nucleaire
B. P. N° 1, 914060rsay, France
Apres une etude par thermochromatographie (1) des chlorures des
elements: actinium a fermium, nous avons entrepris avec un appareillage
adapte, celle des composes fluores et oxyfluores de ces m~mes elements
(2). Le plutonium a retenu plus specialement notre attention, et nous rappor-
tons ici 1es resu1tatsconcernant cet element.
Technigues experimentales.,
La partie centrale du thermochromatographe (fig. 1) est constituee
d tun tube de cuivre calorifuge exterieurement, de 90 cm de longueur, 1 cm
d'epaisseur de paroi, 0,5 cm de diametre interieur. L'une des extremites
est chauffee jusqu'a environ 750 0 C par un four e1ectrique de 2 kW asservi
a un dispositif de regulation automatique de la temperature. L'autre extre-
mite est refroidie par un courant d' azote liquide circulant dans une enceinte
soudee sur le tube et munie interieurement d'ailettes en cuivre. Dans cette
partie, la temperature est maintenue a - 100 0 C a ± 1 ° C pres, par un dispo-
sitif de regulation cryogenique automatique. Dans l'axe de cette gaine metal-
lique, on introduit un tube de nickel de 0,4 cm de diametre exterieur et
0,2 cm de diametre interieur, prealablement nettoye et seche, qui est par-
couru du point chaud au point froid par un gaz fluorurant (HF ou F 2) dont la
-1
vitesse estdel'ordrede 1 cm.s .
---------------------------------------------------------------
~ Ce travail a ete realise dans le cadre d1un contrat CEA N° BC-l294. Nous tenons a








A - barre de cuivre I-r~gu1ation cryogenique
B - tube de nickel J - sonde a. resis tance de Pt (10012.)
C - four e1ectrique (l ou 2 kW) K - tube de garde (inox)
D - regulation de 1a teznperature du four L - compte-bulles, debihletre
E - thermocoup1e de contr01e M - piege a. fluor (alumine activee)
EV - e1ectrovanne N - bouteille de fluor
F - enceinte cryogenique (-150° C a. + 20° C) ° - reserve de fluor
G - ai1ettes de refroidissement P - piege a. HF (KF)
H - reservoir d 'azote liquide (200.e) Q - bouteille de HF
a. pression reg1ab1e R - entree gaz divers: 0Z' N
Z
' Ar •
Le fluor, delivre a partir d'une bouteille commerciale, est stocke
dans un reservoir a pression contralee, puis purifie de ses traces de HF
par pas sage sur du fluorure de sodium sec, et enfin dirige vers le thermo-
chromatographe. Sa teneur en oxygene est de 1'ordre de 1 0/0.
Le fluorure d'hydrogEme, de pureM 99,9 % (des traces d'hydrogene
sont presentes) est preleve directement dans une bouteille du commerce
placee dans un circuit derive qui est rechauffe jusqu'a environ 30° C pour
eviter les condensations du gaz dans les canalisations.
Une entree secondaire permet d 'introduire dans l' appareil de 1'azote
sec obtenu par distillation d' azote liquide. Toutes les canalisations, reservoir,
manometres et vannes diverses sont realisees en acier inoxydable, soigneu-
sement degraissees, sechees par etuvage, et passivees progressivement par
du fluor.
238pu est depose par evaporation d'une solution sur l'extremite d'une
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baguette de nickel de 0, 1 cm de diametre qui est ensui te placee dans le tube
de nickel du thermochromatographe. La quantite de radioelement mise en
oeuvre est inferieure a 10- 7 gramme. En fin d'experience, la distribution
de 238pu, emetteur (j.. , se determine commodement en mesurant l'activi-











o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 cm
Fig. 2 - Repartition du plutonium le long du tube
apres six heures de fluoration de PuO .
2
Avant chaque serie d' experiences, la temperature est mesuree,
centimetre par centimetre, en enfonc;ant a 1'interieur du tube de cuivre une
sonde thermosensible. La courbe de temperature ainsi obtenue montre un
maximum suivi dlune decroissance exponentielle (fig. 3). Le depßt initial du
radioelement est place dans la region du tube qui correspond au maximum de
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Fig. 3 - Repartition de la temperature le long d.u
thermochromatographe.
Deux modes operatoires ont ete pratiques selon que le produit initial
devant t!tre attaque par le fluor est un oxyde ou un trifluorure.
I - Produit initial sous forme dioxyde.
Le depM initial de 238pu est effectue sous la forme d run nitrate
qui, chauffe dans l'appareil jusqu'a 750 0 C en presence diair, conduit a
l'oxyde Pu0
2
. Le courant de fluor est etabli quand l'equilibre de tempera-
ture est atteint, et maintenu pendant six, dix ou vingt heures .
2 - Produit initial sous forme de trifluorure .
Le depM de 238pu obtenu par evaporation d 'une solution nitrique
sur la baguette de nickel, est chauffe progressivement dans le thermochro-
matographe jusqula 750 0 C sous un courant de HF, pour former PuF3' l'extre-
mite froide de l'appareil ~tant maintenue a 25 0 C pour eviter la condensation
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du gaze Le tube est ensuite purge de toute trace de HF par passage d'un
courant d'azote sec. On refroidit alors l'extremite du thermochromatographe
jusqu'a - 100 0 C, tout en maintenant le point chaud a 750 0 C. Quand l'equilibre
de temperature est realise, le fluor est admis dans I' appareil pour une duree
de six a vingt heures .
Quel que soit le mode operatoire choisi, en fin d'experience le cou-
rant de fluor est arr~te et le tube est balaye par de l'azote contenant environ
10 vpM dle.au, admis sous un faible debit. Les especes volatiles sont alors
decomposees et restent ainsi fixees dans la zone de leur depßt final.
Resultats
Un ensemble de resultats obtenus dans une etude anterieure (Z) permet
d 'identifier plusieurs des composes fluores et oxy.fluores de plutonium. produits
dans nos conditions experimentales, d'apres la temperature de la zone du tube
de nickel dans laquelle ils se deposent (temperature caracteristique de depat :
TC). Ces donnees sont reunies dans le Tableau 1.
Tableau 1
Zßnes de depat definies dans le thermochromatographe,
par l'etude de divers elements, de chaque type de compose fluore
-
Types de composes Elements TC °c
M F
4










M : U, Np ZO a 80
MF
6
M : U, Np - 80
... - 30a
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Les resultats du present travail sont reportes dans le Tableau Z.





F Z + PuF
3
6 heures ZO heures 6 heures 10heures ZO heures
Composes TC % A tot TC 11· A tot TC 1. Atot TC %A tot TC 1. A t!ormes to





490 0 17 5Z8° 7
PuF
5
400 0 Z8 384 0 9 370 0 44 370 0 Zl
* 38 3Z0° 18 z60° 16
PUOZFZ
Z18° ZO 183 0 38 110 0 31
PuOF
4
48 0 Z4 35 0 4Z 73 0 Z9 38 0 Z6
11 0 13 1 0 13 30 0 16 11 0 5 0 0 7
PuF
6 - 47
0 13 - 57 0 7
* Activite eparse 1e long du tube (non rassemblee)
Les temperatures caracteristiques de deptlt relevees dans les dif-
ferentes experiences conduisent, d'apres le Tableau 1, a conclure a la for-
mation en phase gazeuse des composes PuF4' PuF5' PUOZFZ' PuOF4 et
PuF6' Notons que PuF5 n'avait jamais ete observe auparavant.
11 est interessant de remarquer que si l'on porte sur un graphique
(figure 4) la temperature caracteristique de depßt de ces composes en fonetion
du nombre d'atomes de fluor presents dans la molecule, les points representa-
tifs des especes PuF4' PuF5 et PuF6 sont bien alignes. 11 en est de m~me pour
les composes haxavalents : PUOZFZ' PuOF4 et PuF6'
Ce type de diagramme permet d'avancer une interpretation du depßt
de plutonium a 490-530° C. Ce dernier doit correspondre a un compose de
volatilite intermediaire entre celle de PuF4 et celle de PuF5' done vraisem-
blablement a un oxyfluorure de PuV. Or, le diagramme de la figure 4 es t en
faveur de PuOF3 et non de PUOZF. En effet, d'apres les droites en pointille
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Fig. 4 - Temperature caracteristique de
depC>t des composes de Pu en
fonction du nombre d I atomes de








o I 23· 4 5 6
Nbre d'atomes de fluor
dans 10 mole eule
tracees paralielement aux droites
etablies precedemment, la TC de
PuOF3 devrait !tre proche de 500 0 C





depßts de plutonium a 260- 320 0 C et
a-1 - 30 0 C semble delicate.
Pour le depOt a 260- 320 °C
on pourrait penser au dimere
(PuF5)2 car dans le travail deja ci-
te (2), on a note, dans la rn.!me
zone de temperature, un dep~t de
182Ta attribuable, dans les condi-
tions ou nous operons, a (TaF5)2.
Enfin, le depOt qui appa-
ratt vers -1- 30 0 C, donc entre
PuOF4 et PuF6' doit Mre un oxy-
fluorure de PuVI ou de PuVII.
A la valence VI, compte tenu des produits deja identifies : PuF6'
PuOF4' PU0
2
F 2' on pourrait penser a u,n compose du type PU
2
0F10. A la
valence VII, si PuF7 est exclu pour des raisons de volatilite, les oxynuorures
PuOF5' PUOZF3' PU0
3
F sont envisageables. Par analogie avec NpOF5 qui a
ete obtenu par Drobyshevskii et al. (3) et dont la volatilite serait comprise
entre celle de NpOF4 et NpF6' on serait tente de retenir PuOF5. Cependant,
il semble par comparaison avec les oxyfluorures de PuVI que ce compose
devrait se deposer a une temperature be.aucoup plus basse que celle qui est
observee. En revanche, la formation de Pu0
3
F, de m!me que celle de PU
2
0FI 0'
ne seraient pas incompatibles avec les donnees de la figure 4. Des experiences
supplementaires seraient necessaires pour lever cette indetermination.
-·64-
Conclusion
L1etude par thermochromatographie du comportement du plutonium
sous fluor montre la formation de nombreux derives parmi lesquels deux
nouveaux composes : PuF5 et PuOF3 ont ete identifies en phase gazeuse.
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MAGNETlC AND ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF Pu20 2Y COMPOUNDS
(Y = 0, S, Se, Te)
J.M. COSTANTINI - D. DAMIEN - C. H. de NOVION (CEN Fontenay)
COUSSON - ABAZLI - PAGES (Labo. Cu.rie Paris)
A. BLAISE (CEN GrenobZe)
R. GUILLAUMONT (Faa. O1'say IN2P3)
We have prepared A - PU 203 ,Pu2
0
2
S, PU 20 2Se, and Pu 202Te
and studied their magnetic and electric properties. Some isos-
tructuralcompounds have already been thoroughly investigated such
as the Rare Earth~ compounds RE202Y [1, 2, 3] and the uranium
compounds U2N2Y [4].
Gur aim was to correlate the variations of some physical
properties with the expected change of covalency in the chemi-
cal bonding across that series 6f QornpoUnds.
I SAMPLES PREPARATION
These compounds were obtained using two different methods.
i) In the first one, plutonium dioxide and plutonium mono-
chalcogenide (PuY) were pressed. together in stoichiometric amounts.
The resulting pellet was then heated under high vacuum either
in an aluminacrucible (for Y = Se at about 1 550°C) or in a si-
lica tube (for Y = Te at 800°C).
ii) In the second method plutonium hydride was reacted with
stoichiometric amounts of chalcogen vapor and plutonium dioxide
in a vacuum sealed silica tube (at 800°C for Y = S, Se, Te).
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T.o obtain the sesquioxid~ plutonium hydride was allowed
to react with a stoichiometric amount of plutonium dioxide.
This was done under vacuum in a tungsten crucible heated by
an induction coil. The high temperature ~_trigonal phase was
then quenched by switching off the high frequency current.
II STUCTURE AND BONDING
The resulting powders were all black in colour. They were
X-rayed in a Debye-Scherrer camera and were found to b~ pure
except for some very weak lines corresponding to Pu0 2 (Pu0 2 is
a weak Temperature Independent Paramagnet).
The X-ray powder patterns of the sesquioxide, oxysulfide,
oxyselenide were indexed in the hexagonal system, and the oxy-
telluride in the tetragonal system.
Our values are in good agreement with litterature data
(see table 1).
No single crystal could easily be grown partly because
of the very high refractory character of these compounds.
Yet by checking the intensities of the diffraction lines
of both crystal structur~these compounds were found to be iso-
structural wi th the rare earths similar compounds (see fig 1 & 2).
Both crystal structures can be described as piled up
[Pu 202 ] layers, alternating with anionic Y=sheets.[5l (see fig 3).
These layers are made of OPu4 tetrahedra linked together
by sharing of -edges.
Atomic position parameters of the Rare Earths oxychal~oge­
nides RE 20 2 Y were used to estimate the interatomic distances
in these plutonium compounds.
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Metal-oxygen distances in [Pu 0) layers are found to be
shorter than expected from ionic radii data and suggest a cova-
lent character of the bonding within these layers.
In the oxytelluride a similar situation occurs but no
definite oxycation can be isolated as the layers are made of
continuous mains of alternating equispaced plutonium and oxy-
gen atoms. (see fig. 3)
The same k~nd of oxycation (M20 2)++ appears in many rare-
earths oxysal t s [1,6 J
Moreover when growing rare earth oxysulfide single-
crystals, Henri at Grenoble recently observed very. thin layer-
shaped crystals showing the bonding anisotropy in these com-
pounds. [7 J
III MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASUREUENTS
The static magnetic susceptibilities of these compounds
were measured using a Faraday balance. The applied field was 5.5
kilogauss . No field dependence was observed at room tempera-
ture .. The curves 1/X vs T suggest that all these compounds order
antiferromagnetically at low temperature. (fig. 4)
High temperature data fit a Curie-Weiss law. The Neel
points show a slight increase when going from oxygen to sele-
nium via sulfur. Direct f.f interactions between neighbouring
m~tall·ic sites are very unlikely due to geolfl.:trical reasons.
Yet superexchange coupling interactions via the anionic Y=
orbitals strengthen when goin~ from oxygen to s~lfur then sele-
nium and this could account for the observed Ulcrease of the or-
dering point.(see table 2)
Inside the layers superexchange coupling ooeurs m~~nly
via oxygen ions with a contribution of y= anions. but-like in
rare earth oxychalcogenides [1,~ this coupling is expected
to be weaker than the inter-layer coupling interactions.
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Furthermore an increase of the Neel point is noticed
with increasing metal-metal spacing. This distance remains al-
o
ways higher than the HilI critical distance of 3.40 A for ap-
pearance of magnetism.
The rare earths oxychalcogenides which have been reported
to be antiferromagnets [1,2,3] exhibit muchlowerNeel points
(below 100 K). This sugges~s stronger exchange coupling and then
greater covalencybf bonding in the plutonium compounds.
IV ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITIES MEASUREMENTS
The electrical resistivities were also measured using a 4
point-method. These measurements were performed on pellets an-
nealed at about 1 250°C. These compounds were found to be highly
resistive semiconductors.
The experimental intrinsic energy gaps are comparable to
thoae encoun~red for plutonium dioxides. Measurements are under
work to draw further conclusions.
CONCLUSION
To improve the discussion on the ma~netic properties of
these comDounds neutron diffractions are needed. Yet these expe-
rimehts are hot straight forward for plutonium since 239 pu is the
most available isotope.
In addition absorption spectra would certainly throw light
on the prohlem of bonding and we particularly think of a possible
nephelauxetic erfect as evidenced for the rare-earths isostruc~
~ural compounds~,9].
Acknowled~ements : The authors are indebted to Dr R. TROC for
many helpful discussions.
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S 3.92.9(7) 3.927 6.804(2) 6.769 1. 73 1. 72
(b)
PuZOZSeI 3.962 (1 ) 6.987(1 )3.957 6.977 1. 76 1. 76
3.961(1) (c) 6.9 8 3(l)
puzozTej
4.008(1) 12.659 (2)
4.03 12.66 3.16 3.14.
4.008(1) (c) 12.668(4)
(a)D.H.Temp1eton- C.H Dauben UCRL 1886 (1952)
(b)W.H.Zachariasen Acta Cryst (1949) 2,60





y 0 S Se Te
-hortest
°pU-Pu(A) 3.40 3.70 3.80 3.60
T '(OK) Z6(ot) Z8(1) 34(1 ) 53(2)N
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ENTHALPY OF FORMATION OF AMERICIUM DIOXIDE AND
ESTIMATE OF ENTHALPY OF FORMATION OF AQUEOUS AMERICIUM(IV) ION
L. R. Morss'and J. Fuger
Institute of Radioehemistry, B-16
University of Liege, Sart Tilman
4000 Liege, Belgium
Beeause there are uneertainties in the determination
of AHi(Am02,e) reported by Eyring, Lohr, and Cunningham
in 1952, we have redetermined this datum by measuring the
heat of solution of Am0 2 (ealeined from oxalate at 500 9C)
in sulfurie aeid-potassium iodide media aeeording t. the
following reaetion:
3 - + 3+ 1 -
Am0 2 (e) + '21 + 4H ~ Am + '213 + 2H20
The resultant enthalpy of formation of Am0 2 has been
eorrelated with those of lighter aetinide dioxides in order
to estimate the enthalpy of formation of the aqueous
amerieium(IV) ion.
·On sabbatieal leave from Rutgers University, New Brunswiek,
New Jersey 08903.
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LOW TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF PLUTONIUM CARBIDES
R. O. A. Hall, H. R. Haines, J. A. Lee, M. J. Mortimer (AERE Harwell)
and D. McElroy (ORNL)
ABSTRACT
The specific heats of plutonium monocarbides of a range of
stoichiometries are presented, and analysed using Debye and
Einstein specific heat models. The parameters found are compared
with those obtained by inelastic neutron scattering for thorium




Plutonium monocarbide crystallises in the NaCl f.c.c.
structure, and is always substoichiometric with respect to carbon,
the lattice parameter increasing with carbon content. It orders
anti-ferromagnetically at lOOK in carbon saturated PuC and T
N
falls with the carbon content, as shown in neutron diffraction(l),
electrical resistivity(2) and magnetic susceptibility(2.3)
measurements.
This paper is based on the results of measurements of the low
temperature specific heats of 8 sampIes of single phase PuC
(0.8 < x < 0.9) and 2 sampIes of 2-phase material (x = 1.013 and
1.124). No detailed discussion of the experimental methods or
sampIe characterisation will be given here. These aspects are
fully discussed in a forthcoming Harwell Internal Report, which will
subsequently be published in the open literature. Copies of the
report will be available in June from one of the authors (M.J.M.).
That report also discusses the specific heats of Pu
3
C2 , Pu2C3 and
of two-phase mixtures with PuC.
In this report we present analysis of the data obtained, and
compare it with inelastic neutron scattering data, which can give
comparable parameters. We do not discuss in detail the dependence
of various parameters on stoichiometry - these are given in the full
report.
Analysis
Although we do not discuss here details of errors of
measurement and the reliability of sampIe characterisation, these
are fundamental questions which must precede analysis. The
justification for our analysis is based on, first, the dependence
of C
p
on temperature for varyingstoichionetries (Figure 1). The
specific heats above 150K for the 8 sampIes reported lie in a band
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only 16% of Cp wide, and within this band order logically. This
suggests thatouT estimated errors of ± 2% are pessimistic and that
the sampIe characterisations are reliable - an overall precision of
about ± 0.5% is indicated. Below 150K, the sampIes have
stoichiometry-dependent Neel points, so the various specific heat
excesses overlap. Below about 50K, the results again lie in
order. The room temperature C as a function of stoichiometry also
p
shows the small amount of random scatter in the data (Figure 2).
Any analysis is therefore justified which looks at Cp variations
greater than these error limits.
The experimentally determined heat capacity at constant
pressure
constant
(C ) must firstp .
volume (C ) by
v
be corrected to the heat capacity at
subtraction of a dilation term. Ta determine
accurately the magnitude of this correction, at all temperatures,
the temperature dependencies of the expansion coefficient, density
and bulk modulus are required. In the absence of this data an
approximation can be made using the Nernst-Lindemann equation:
C - C = A C 2TP v P
2 2where A = (9a KTV)/(Cp ) , a is the linear expansion coefficient,
KT is the isothermal bulk modulus, V is the molar volume and Cp
is the measured heat capacity. A is independent of temperature,
and so it may be calculated at any convenient reference point, in
this case 298K.
No measurements on the elastic constants of plutonium
monocarbide have been published, but Padel and de Novion(4) have
reported measurements in the elastic constants of uranium
monocarbide atroom temperature. The lattice parameters, molar
volume and expansion coefficients, all at 298K, of uranium and
plutonium monocarbides are very similar, and it seems reasonable
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to assume that the bulk moduli will also be similar. In practice
a large error in this assumption would only have a small effect
on the value of A, which is dominated by the value of a 2 . The
value of A for plutonium monocarbide is ~ 1.4 x 10-6 and the
resulting dilation correction is less than the experimental scatter,
but has been included in the calculations.
The deduced C may be treated as the sum of three possiblev
contributions:
1) a contribution from the heat capacity of the conduction
electrons. This is linear in temperature and its
magnitude, yT, is an indication of the density of
states at the Fermi surface. y is the electronic heat
capacity coefficient.
2) the acoustic phonons from the normal lattice vibrations,
producing a contribution to the heat capacity which may
be analysed as a classical Debye model.
3) a contribution from the optical phonons which arise from
the relative vibration of the light carbon atoms about
the heavier plutonium atoms. Ideally, provided the carbon
atoms do not interact, they will behave'assimple harmonic
oscillators,and can be treated as an Einstein contribution.
First of all, the magnitude of the contribution due to
optical phonons was calculated from the Einstein model, taking a
molar fraction equal to the carbon-plutonium ratio. This
contribution, together with a linear term proportional to the
electronic specific heat, was subtracted from the deduced Cv '
The remainder was then analysed as one mole of plutonium in a simple
Debye model. A range of possible Einstein temperatures and a range
of electronic heat capacity co-efficients were tried. The best fit
was determined as those values which gave the most temperature
independent Debye temperature above 8/2. Figure 3 shows a typical
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curve for the variation in the Debye temperature for PUCO. 825 '
after subtraction of a dilation term and an Einstein contribution,
with aBE of 440K, for various possible electronic terms. In
-1 -2figure 3 the best fit is given by y = 14mJ.mol K . These best
values for the PuC sampIes are given in table 11. It was found
x
that the quality of the fits depended strongly on theyvd!ues
selected, so that the error bars for this parameter are small. The
derivation of BE and BD was less precise since, the Debye and
Einstein functions having a rather similar temperature dependence,
an upwards variation in BD could be to so~e extent comgensated by a
downwards variation in BE' This variation is covered by the error bars
shown in table 11. The·totallattice heat capacity fD(B
D
) + fE(BE), was weIl
defined.
This separation of the specific heat into separate terms
also simplifies the extraction of the magnetic contribution to
the specific heat. In Figure 3, the dashed line is a typical
interpolation used to generate the Debye specific heat and hence,
the total lattice specific heat, which, together with the
electronic term gives the total non-magnetic contribution.
Figure 4 shows the specific heat separated into these
terms.
Discussion
The results of this analysis, as given in table 11 are shown
graphically in Figures 5 and 6. The peak in the measured Cp at
PuCO. 89 is not seen in the lattice term (fD(B D) + fE(B E»
but only in the electronic specific heat (Figure 5). This is
presumably due to a peak in the electronic density of states with
stoichiometry, and is seen also in magnetic susceptibility
measurements(2,3). The magnetic entropy does not show any such
peaking, rising by a factor of two across the series of plutonium




The Einstein temperature derived here may be compared with
that derivable from the neutron time-of-flight spectrum due to
inelastic scattering. In cases where the ratio of the Actinide-ion
anion mass is high, and the anion-anion interactions are negligible,
the optical phonons have an almost constant frequency, which can be
derived from the position of the optical phonon t.o.f. peak. On
the same assumptions the specific heat of the carbon atoms is
represented by a simple harmonie oscillator, and gives the
Einstein specific heat already discussed.
This procedure has already been applied by Wedgewood(5) to











467 ± 5 262 ± 2 1 ± 1
446 ± 9














by Danan, using the same model as ourselves, but arriving at the
parameters by a different route. (The values we derive from his
data are also given). These are compared with the inelastic neutron
scattering results. All the results agree to within the estimated
errors, and give confidence to the analysis. In the case of PuC,
which, unlike the thorium compounds, orders magneticallY,the
analysis is only possible because T
N
is lower than 8D . and does not
2""
interfere with the extraction of the terms.
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The Einstein temperatures calculated here for PuC vary with
stoichiometry from 370K to 440K, although this may not be a sig-
nificant variation, since it is only just greater than experiment
error. For amiddIe of the range value, 8E = 400K, the optical
phonon peak would be expected at 8.3 THz. Measurement of the
inelastic neutron scattering from the optical phonons in PuC
would be interesting, as a check on the quality both of the data and
of the analysis.
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TABLE II Derived parameters for PuC (0.8 < x < 1.12)
x-
CO'Dp()~ition
Einstein Debye Electronic Magnetic Neel.
Temperature Temperature Coefficient Entro1y TemperatureK K mJ.mol- 1K-2 J .mol- K-l K
PuCO. 80 440 ± .10 200 + 20 14 + 1 1. 78 45-
PuCO• 825 410
+ 10 250 +- 30 14 + 1 1.82 50-
PUC O• 85
390 + 10 290 + 25 19 + 1 2.58 60
I
PUCO• 865
370 + 10 285 ± 20 19 + 1 3.35 70
PuCO• 89
400 ± 30 250 + 20 20 + 1 2.48 85-
PuCO•90 440
+ 20 200 + 20 13 + 1 3.34 85-
PuC 1 . 01
400 ± 20 270 + 15 14 + 1 2.912 111
PuC 1 . 12
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Figure 1 Heat Capaci t'les of PuC
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Figure 2 Heat capacities at room temperature (Cp29S ) as a
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Figure 5 Comparison of measured heat capacity and calculated
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NEWS FROM THE URANIUM-SULFUR SYSTEM: ON THE SYNTHESIS AND THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES





Laboratoire de Chimie Minerale B, Associe au C.N.R.S. ( n02S4 )
Avenue du General Leclerc. 3S042 RENNES.
Uranium forms with sulfur a large variety of binary compounds, with sulfur
to uranium ratio ranging from 1 to 3 (1). The existence of a diuranium pentasulfide,
U2SS' was mentioned only by one author (2) a decade ago, and littleis known about
this compound. We have precised the conditions of its existence and measured its
magnetic susceptibility in the temperature range 4.2-300 K. Furtherrnore, the reso-
lution of this new crystallographic type has been performed from single crystal·





(1) R.M. DELL, "Comprehensive Inorganic Chemistry", S (1973) 319 (Pergamon Press).
(2) J.P. MARCON, Thesis, PARIS, 1969.
(3) H. NOEL, M. POTEL , to be pub lished.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF NPAs2
ft
M. Boge, J. Chappert
Centre dlEtudes ~ucleaires,
D.R.F,/Laboratoire dlInteractions Hyperfines - Grenoble, France
A. Blaise, J.M. Fournier
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires,
D,R.F./Section de Physique du Solide - Grenoble, France
D. Damien
Departement de Genie Radioactif - C.E.N./Fontenay-aux-Roses
J. Rebizant, J.C. Spirlet
European Institute for Transuranien Elements,
D-7500 Karlsruhe, Germany
Magneti c properti es of NpAs 2 were studied by susceptibi-l ity measu-
rements a few years aga by J.M. Fournier et al. (1). These authors showed
that this compound which crystallizes with the tetragonal structure, has
tnterestingby complex magnetic properties. Below 22 K, it is ferromagne~
tic, and the susceptibility curve l/x(T) shows two minima between 22 and180 K. On the other hand, the valence state was thought to be Np4+.
We h~ve used the Mössbauer technique on 237Np in order to inves-
tigate these magnetic properties. The 59.6 keV y-ray was provided by
source of metallic 241Am with an activity of 30 millicuries. At 4.2 K
töe measured isomer shift (9.5 mm/sec with respect to Np02) conforms the
4+ valence state (5f 3 configuration). The magnetic hyperfine field is
a[out 2 900 kG and the quadrupole interaction e2qQ is about 24 mm/sec. The
temperature dependence of these parameters between 4.2 K and 77 Kwill be
dtscussed.
(1) J.M. Fournier, A. Blaise and P. Salmon,
Intern. Conf. on Magnetism, Moscow, vol. IV, p. 65 (1973).
Pub 1i shed at the Internati ona 1 Conference on the Mössbauer Effect
(Portoroz, 10-14 September 1979).
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MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF PENTAVALENT URANIUM OXYHALIDES .
..
Jean-Claude LEVET, Henri NOEL
Universite de Rennes
Laboratoire de Chirnie Minerale B, Associe au C.N.R.S. (n0254)
Avenue du General Leclerc. 35042 RENNES.
Pentavalent uranium compounds are potentially interesting,rrom spectroscopic
and magnetic points of view, because of the 5f l electronic state of the uranium
ion. We have prepared the following oxyhalides: UOC1 3 , U0 2Cl, UOBr3 , U02Br (I)
and measured their magnetic susceptibility in the temperature range 4.2-300 K.
(I) J.C. LEVET, Thesis, RENNES, 1978.
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EPR of Gd3+ in actinide compounds.
G. Amoretti, D.C. Giori, V. Varacca
Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita, Via D'AzegIio, 85
and
Groppo Nazionale di struttura deIIa Materia deI CNR
43100 PARMA, Italy
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The paramagnetic resonance study of S-state ions in host
crystals has its main application in the determination of site
simmetry and orientations, in the investigation of electronic
and magnetic properties and in the study of phase transitions.
Although a detailed characterization of the crystal field
acting on the impurity ions is usually possible in terms of
spin-hamiltonian parameters, very little progress has been ma-
de in understanding the physical processes which govern the
zero-field splittings of the ground state and account for the
magnitude of these parameters. In this regard, it has been shown
that a pure ionic model is unadequate to explain the experimen-
tal results and that a certain amount of covalency with the
ligands, induced by spin-orbit coupling, must be considered(l).
We are dealing principally with the determination of site
simmetry and crystal field parameters for S-state ions in
actinide compounds, such as oxides, oxis~lfides, sulfides,
selenides and so on. We have in mind a systematic study both of
isoelectronic ions in the same crystal environment and of a
particular ion on sites with the same pointgroup in different
compounds. We hope that such a study, besides giving infor-
mations on the structural and electronic properties of the
quoted compounds, can also contribute to a better understan-
ding of the zero-field splitting mechanism.
3+
We have started with the study of the EPR spectra of Gd
in ThOS (2).The sampIe, a single~rystal of thorium oxisul-
fide with about 10 p.p.m. of Gd3+ doping ions, was grown at
the European Institute for Transuranium Elements, Euratom,
Karlsruhe (BRD), with the method of chemical transport reaction
, 'd' t t' t(3)uSlng 10 lne as ranspor lng agen •
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We have observed that the trivalent ion enters substitutio-
nally and that the related charge compensation lies far enough
to preserve the local simmetry. In fact, the angular variation
4+
of the spectra reproduce the tetragonal simmetry of the Th
crystal site (point group C
4v
).
The resonance field positions for the lines of the EPR spectra
have been measured by means of a modified X-band 9E-line spectro-
(4)
meter ,so that a sensitivity better than 0.1 gauss for lines
about 15 gauss wide was obtained. The measu~ent procedure was
made easier by the fact that no hyperfine structure was observed.
The field positions for the static field H along the tetra-
~
gonal z axis, for which the spectrum shows the maximum overall
splitting, and along the x axis, that is the direction of maxi-
mum splitting in a plane perpendicolar to z, have been fitted
very accurately in order to determine the spin-hamiltonian
parameters. This was performed by means of an iterative proce-
dure on the third order perturbation expressions for the field
positions. The values of the parameters obtained in this way
were then used as starting values for a trial and error proce-
dure, in which the energy matrix for the spin-hamiltonian was
exactly diagonalized.
The final values of the parameters are shown in Tab. 1,
while in Tab. 2 we report, for comparison, the experimental and
calculated values of the fields (obtained with the parameters
of Tab. 1) for the parallel and perpendicular spectra. The pre-
cision of the fitting, for both the choosen directions, is
evident from Tab. 2, taking into account that the uncertainty
on the values of the measured field positions can be estimated,









C ,with the bc plane
s
the z and x axis in this
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From Tab. 1 we observe that the g-factor is practically
isotropie and its value is smaller than the calculated 1.99Z8(1,5),
showing the possible presence of a certain amount of covalency.
also consistent with the relatively low absolute value
(one of the smallest for tetragonal simmetry(6\.
present, we are dealing with Gd3+ doped ThS
Z
' grown at
the European Institute for Transuranium Elements in Karlsruhe.
This case is particularly intersting and much more complicated
than the preceding one. This fact gives us the opportunity to
set up a general procedure to solve the problem of the determi-
nation of the spin hamiltonian parameters in the case of low
simmetry and great zero-field splitting.
e/
The preliminary X-band measu&ents of the resonance field
positions, when the static field ß lies in the crystallographic
bc plane (Fig. 1), show that two magnetically unequivalent
sites are present in the unit cell. In fact, we have two fa-
milies of curves, corresponding to the ÖM = 1 transitions.
The curves of a family may be obtained from those of the other
family by arefleetion through the b or c axis,which are
characterized by the coincidence of the spectra of the unequi-
valent sites. This is consistent with the assumption that Gd3+
enters in the ThS
Z
lattice substitutionally for Th4+, and
moreover that the charge compensation does not affect the
local simmetry.
The crystal structure of ThS
Z
is
that the point simmetry is monoclinic
as the reflection plane. If we choose
plane and the y axis along the crystallographic a axis, the
spin hamiltonian may be written as
-99-
Figure and Table eaptions
Fig. 1 - Angular dependenee in the be plane of the experimental
resonanee fields for the two magnetieally unequivalent
. f G 3+. hsltes 0 d ln T S2 •
Fig. 2 - Angular dependenee in the be plane of the experimental
resonanee fields for one of the two magnetieally unequi-
valent sites of Gd3+ in ThS
2
•
Tab. 1 - g values and erystal field parameters (in units of 10-4
ern-i) for Gd3+ in ThOS.
Tab. 2 - Fitting of the field positions (in gauss) of the lines,
for the parallel and perpendieular speetra, obtained
with the parameters of Tab. 1 •
Tab. 1
giJ 0 0 b" b~ 4gJ. hi b4 6 ... h6
"




H, Hca1c• H Hta1c,. I_-exp. - exp.
2076.1 2076.7 2588.0 2587.'9
2428.2 2428.6 2890.8 2890.4
2801.4 2801.2 3040.9 3040.5
3227.1 3226.5 3171.3 3171.0
3652.0 3651.8 3336.1 3336.3
4024.7 4024.8 3560.3 3560.8
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if we assume, on account of the small g anisotropy, that its
::::::
principal axes coincides with those of the fine structure.
The number of parameters to be determined is then very high
(fifteen crystal field parameters andthree g values).
It may be noted from Fig. 2, where a single family of curves
in the bc plane is presented, that the maximum splitting is
much greater than in the case of ThOS and about twice the maxi-
.. 3+ 2+ . .
mum spl1tt1ng for Gd or Eu 1n compounds w1th the same structu-
re of ThS
2
(S,9,10). In this situation the fine structure term
in the hamiltonian becomes of the same order of magnitude of
the Zeeman term (in the X-band) and perturbation theory fails, so
(11 12)
that computer diagonalization methods must be extensively used ' •
We are dealing with this problem, in order to obtain a general
method to fit the angular variation of the resonance fields.
At the same time, we are performing accurate measurments of the
field positions, with the direction of ~ varying in the three
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Neutron diffraction study of 243Am02'
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Resurne. - L'oxyde d'americium Am02 a ete etudie par diffraction neutronique adifferentes temperatures afin
de verifier I'apparition d'une phase antiferromagnetique en dessous de 8,5 K que des mesures de susceptibilite
magnetique avaient prevue. Aucun ordre antiferromagnetique n'a ete observe en accord avec des experiences
Mössbauer. De plus, la longueur de Fermi de I'americiuni et les facteurs de temperature de I'americium et de
I'oxygene ont ete determines.
Abstract. - The actinide compound Am02 was studied by neutron diffraction at different temperatures in order
to check the occurrence of antiferromagnetism below 8.5 K as predicted by magnetic susceptibility measurements.
No antiferromagnetic order was observed in agreement with Mössbauer results. Furthermore, the coherent
neutron scattering length of Am and the Debye-Waller factors for Am and °were determined.
I. Introduction. - Actinide dioxides (An02 with
An == Th, Pa, V, Np, Am, Cm) fonn an interesting
family characterized by the filling of the welliocalized
5f levels. V0 2 undergoes an antiferromagnetic tran-
sition at 31 K associated with a distortion of the
oxygen sublattice [1]. Np02 undergoes a cooperative
transition at 25 K observed by specific heat [2] and
magnetic susceptibility [3] measurements. However,
no magnetic moment has so far been detected by
neutron diffraction [4, 5] (upper limit 0.5 JlB)' A
moment of only 0.01 JlB can be associated with the
magnetic hyperfine field observed by Mössbauer
effect measurement [6]. In the case of Am02, an
antiferromagnetic transition was reported to occur
at 8.5 K on the basis of susceptibility measure-
ments [7] whereas no magnetic hyperfine field was
detected by the Mössbauer effect [8]. In this paper
we present the results of our investigation of this
transition by neutron scattering measurements. Fur-
thennore, the coherent neutron scattering length
and the temperature factors for Am and 0 were
obtained. The high radioactivity of the sampie
(150 rem/h at 1 cm) made the experiment particularly
delicate.
2. Experimental details. - The purified 243Am02[9]
was refired at 900 °C under oxygen atmosphere. Tbe
isotopic composition of the actioide was 99.80 %
243Am, 0.20 % 241Am and trace amounts of Cm.
Spark source mass spectrometry examination revealed
the following impurities : 1000 ppm Al, 300 ppm Cr,
700 ppm Cu, 300 ppm Fe, < 50 ppm Mn, 300 ppm Ni,
< 100 ppm P, < 100 ppm Pb, ;S 600 ppm Zn.
1 000 ppm 244Cm.
The sampie weighed 730 mg. Due to the high
radioactivity and to the contamination hazard the
sampie was loaded ioto a double wall aluminium
container welded by electron beam. Inside the first
wall the sampie was kept under helium atmosphere
to insure a good thennal contact with the container
(the self-heating of the sampie was 5 mW). The
cryostat used for the experiment was modified to
allow detection of oe-radiation during the experiment.
The measurements were done at different tempera-
tures, 293 K, 20 K and 6.5 K. Due to the self-heatiog
6.5 K was the lowest obtainable temperature. It
was reached by pumping on the helium bath (helium
temperature 1.5 K). The radiation level was 2 rem/h (y)
and 6 mrem/h (neutrons) at the outer wall of the
L-336
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sampie container. It dropped to 500 mrem/h (y) at
the outer wall of the cryostat.
Powder neutron diffraction data were obtained on
the D2 diffractometer of the High Flux Reactor of the
Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble). The neutron
wavelength was 1.22 A. The runs were done with 60'
collimation in pile, 60' collimation between the
monochromator and the sampie and 10' collimation
between the sampie and the counter.
3. Results. - 3.1 Low TEMPERATURE TRANSITION.
- In order to investigate the possible existence of
an antiferromagnetic transition at 8.5 K [7] neutron
diffraction patterns were recorded at both a higher
temperature (20 K) and at a tower temperature (6.5 K).
No variations were detected, within experimental
uncertainties, in the neutron diffraction patterns at
the two temperatures. In particular, figure 1 shows
the low angle region of the neutron diffraction
patterns where the (100) and (110) magnetic reftec-
tions should be observed at 6.5 K in the case of a
type I antiferromagnetic ordering. Assuming this
kind of magnetic ordering an upper limit of the
ordered moment (JlorJ can be obtained by comparing
the minimum detectable (100) peak intensity Imin to
the (111) peak intensity 1(111)' By taking Imin eq';1al
to the statistical error, as is usually done, one obtams
I mln/I(111) = 1/200 corresponding to Jlord = 0.3 JlB'
However, we believe it is more realistic to take a
value four times higher for Imin which corresponds
to Jlord = 0.6 JlB'
3.2 NEUTRON COHERENT SCATTERING LENGTH AND
TEMPERATURE FACTORS. - The neutron coherent scat-
tering length of americium has only been determined
once previously by Mueller et al. [10]. They found
bAm = 0.76(1) X 10- 12 cm and temperature factors
B Am = 0.79(6) A2 and Bo = 1.65(13) A2 .
However, it is not clear from the publication. if the
temperature factors refer to 80 K or room tempe-
rature.
Our neutron diffraction data at 293 K, 20 K
and 6.5 K were refined using a Busing-Levy Least
Square Structure Factor Program in order to
obtain bAm, BAm and Bo at the three temperatures.
The results are shown in table L In addition, a value
for the lattice parameter equal to 5.380 A ± 0.002 A
at room temperature was obtained in agreement
with previous values [10]. No temperature variation
of this quantity was observed within the experimental
errors. Table 11 presents the observed and calculated
neutron intensity for the different Bragg reftections
at one temperature, namely 20 K. The neutron
coherent scattering length of oxygen was assumed
to be bo = 0.580 X 10-
12 cm [11]. An absorption
correction was applied to the observed intensities.
The agreement between the observed and calculated
intensities is expressed by the weighted residual R
which takes the values R= 1.5 %at 293 K, R=0.5 %
at 20 K and R = 1 % at 6.5 K.
The coherent neutron scattering length,
10000 T =20 K
bArn = 0.83(3) x 1O-
12 cm,
was obtained assuming that the oxide wa~ stoichi?-
mettic, Le. 0/Am ratio of 2. In fact, whtle a ratio
Table 11. - Observed and calculated intensities 0/
Am02 Bragg reftections.
Table I. - Coherent neutron scattering lengths and
temperature /actors 0/ Am02.
Tempe- b x 1012 BAm Bo
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T= 6.5 K~ 10000
(111)






0.83 += 0.04 0.64 += 0.38 0.56 += 0.27
0.83 += 0.02 0.59 += 0.17 0.42 += 0.10
0.83 += 0.02 0.50 += 0.17 0.49 += 0.13
Fig. 1. - Low angle neutron diffraction patterns of Am02 at
temperature higher and lower than at 8.S K at which antiferro-
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greater than 2 cannot be obtained with americium,
a two phase region has been reported where the O/Am
ratio is reduced slightly below 2 [12]. No extra peak
was detected either by X-ray or neutron diffraction
in our sampie. This excludes the presence of a second
phase within the detection limit. Moreover, the
scattering length was also calculated by using only
the odd Bragg peaks which have contribution from
Am on1y and hence are independent of oxygen
concentration. The sca1e factor used in this calcu1ation
was the same as that determined previously, thus bArn
is again sca1ed by bo. The obtained value
bAm = 0.835(30) X 10-
12 cm
shows that deviation from stoichiometry is 1ess than
0.5 % and has negligib1e influence on the given
coherent scattering 1ength.
4. Discussion. - The neutron investigation of the
10w temperature magnetic transition on Am02 shows
that no antiferromagnetic order occurs be10w 8.5 K
within the experimental limits indicated above. This
confirms the results obtained by Mössbauer measu-
rements. As a consequence ofour results and according
to the susceptibility measurements [7] which are
unfortunately the only evidence up to now for a
cooperative transition at 8.5 K, the transition in
Am02 is apparent1y very similar to the transition
in Np02'
It has been found in V0 2 that a distortion of the
oxygen sublattice is associated with a first order
magnetic transition [1]. In the case of Np02 and
Am02 where no magnetic ordering is found, the
transition might be on1y due to a 1attice distortion
associated with a cooperative Jahn-Teller transition.
At this point it is usefu1 to recall the crystal field 5f
ground states of the actinide dioxides.
V0 2 : r s (triplet) [1]
Np02 : r s (quadrup1et) [13]
PU02 : r1 (singlet) [13]
Am02 : r7 (doub1et) [7]
Cm02 : r1 (sing1et) [13].
In PU02 and Cm02, no transition is expecÜ:d and
in fact, none is found [14, 15]. In V0 2 the transition
is magnetic and crystallographic. In Np02' the
transition is apparently on1y crystallographic (there
cou1d be a magnetic ordering at very 10w temperature).
In Am02' if the degeneracy of the r7 doub1et is
lifted no magnetic ordering can occur (the first
excited level r s is about 35 cm - 1 above the ground
state [7]). Since Np02 and Am02 keep the fluorite
structure, the only possible 1attice distortion is the
distortion of the oxygen sublattice, as in the case
of V0 2 • A single crysta1 diffraction study of Np02
is underway to try to detect such a distortion. A
similar study wou1d be very interesting in the case
of Am02 as weIl as a confirmation of the 8.5 K
transition.
The value of the coherent scattering 1ength of
243Am, bAm = 0.83(2) x 10- 12 cm is slightly higher
than the value found by Mueller et al. [9] but never-
theless the difference is less than 10 %. The tempe-
rature factors presented in this paper are BArn = 0.64
and Bo = 0.56 at 293 K ; they are much 10wer than
the values given in ref. [9] (BArn = 0.79; Bo = 1.65)
and are comparable with va1ues obtained for other
actinide dioxides.
Neutron coherent scattering 1engths of actinides
have been determined up to curium, we thought it
usefu1 to collect them in tab1e III.
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E.S.C.A. STUDY OF URANIUM (IV) HALIDES
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During the recent years, we have been interested in the characterization by
E.S.C.A. of uranium ions in different oxidation states, and bound to different
(1-2-3)anions oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen and phosphorous . Here, we report some
recent results obtained on the tetravalent uranium halides UF
4
, UCI 4 , UBr4 •
It is weIl known that most of thesecompounds are very sensitive to atmos-
pheric oxygen and/or water, so that drastic conditi6ns must be observed during
their synthesis and handling. In spite of the use of a dry nitrogen-conditionned
glove box, we still met severe difficulties in obtaining non-contaminated sampIes.
UC1 4 and UBr4 are particularly hygroscopic ; however, thanks to many precautions,
their spectra are little affected by the oxygen contribution.
The experimental data were obtained on a HP 5950 A spectrometer, using mono-
chromatized Alk radiation (hv = 1486.7 eV). They have been calibrated by thea
gold decoration technique (Au 4f
7
/ 2 = 83.8 eV), ensuring a common zero for our
binding energy scales.
Different characteristics of the E.S.C.A. spectra are relevant to the elec-
tronic structure studies :
a) Q~!~_!~~~!~ , where we can eX8mine the influence of the electronegativity of
the anions on the U4f binding energy chemical shifts, knowing here that ura-
nium is in a constant formal oxidation state.
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The spectra (Fig. I) show .clearly that the binding energy increases as the
electronegativity of the anion rises. This indicates that the charge sepa-
ration increases as we go from bromine to chlorine to fluorine. Consequently,
the cation core electrons are more tightly bound in the last case (table I).
b) !~~_~~~~~:~E_~~!~!!!!~~which are observed on the high binding energy side of
the core level peaks (fig.l) correspond to a valence excitation simultaneous
to u4f photoemission.
Here, we can examine the influence of the anion on two values ; firstly, the
satellite-to-mean peak separation and secondary, their intensity ratio.
In table 2, we note that the peak separation increases with the electronega-
tivity of the anion, but the shake-up probability is reduced in the more
ionic compound.
We will come back on the interpretation of these electronic excitations.
Fig.2 shows that the whole valence spectrum shifts to the left (i.e. to higher
binding energies) for more ionic compounds.
But the most relevant detailis a significant decrease in intensity of the
sharp U~f peak (A, close to the Fermi level) for less ionic compounds (table 3).
Simultaneously, it becomes closer to the U-X band, going through the UF 4-
UCI 4-UBr4 series.
We suggest the following explanation ; in tetravalent uranium compounds, there
are forrnally two non-bonding 5 f electrons. These are only in fact localized
(peak A), the remainder being mixed with the 6d and 7s orbitals to build the
band of the U-X bond (B). This happens the more as the electronegativity of
the anion is lower meaning that the compound becomes more covalent.
Indeed, if we replace fluorine by chlorine, the 5f electrons becomes less
tightly bound, but take a larger part in the bond, thereby minimizing the
system's total energy.
Let us come back to the shake-up satellites, to identify which valence
levels are concerned in this electronic jump :
By comparison, with a detailed study on U0
2
(4), the starting level of the
transition should be in the U-X band (B). The electrons should be excited,
obeying the monopole selectioll rule , in the U5f 7/ 2 level just above the
on a highly sensitive spectra detail , i.e. the
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Fermi level.
There. is one more relation, between the position of the U-X band (B) and the
relative satellite position. The deeper the band below Fermi level, the farther
is the satellite form mean peak.
This is cf course only a first interpretation, which should be verified by consi-
dering additional possibilities ;but this requires detailed theoretical models
or other types of experimental data (such as luminescence)~
A last encouraging point is the first successful study of clean UBr4 • For the
first time, a very hygroscopic sample was found without any contamination, it was
a platelet-like single crystal.
It is interesting to compare the results obtained with and without the unwanted
oxygen, and to evaluate the consequences of contamination.
For this purpose, we will focus
valence levels.
These provide a direct view of the levels involved in the bond. They are quite
different (fig.3):the U5f peak is not resolved from the U-X band in cl~an UBr4 , in
spite of better resolution (see other peaks). This observation is consistent with
that reported for the UX4 series.
On the other hand, the levels located in the 10-20 eV region are better separated
(Br4s and U6P3/2 levels).
This is a first approach to the nature of the bond in the UX
4
series (X = F, Cl, Br).
Deeper studies of the U-X band, consideringthe atomic orbital cross sections will
be the next step forward in the more general understanding of the bond character
in uranium compounds.
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'l'.liplc 1 core levels binding energies (eV) in some halides anel oxides of urani.um .
Compollnd .U4[5/2 U/lf 7e' Pauling E.N. % ionic characte'·llinding Energy Bineling ~nergy of thc lIalog('n of the U-X h:lnd
(cV) (cV) (l'auling) (X"'hillogcn)
UF
4 392.8 382.0 4.0 73
UCI
/1 390.9 380.0 3.0 34












Compound Satellite-to-main peak Satellite intensity
separation (eV) U4f 7/ 2 intensity
UF
4 7.3 0.14
UC1 4 6.1 0.26
UBr4 5.5
0.67
Table 3 dcscription of the U5f level and the U-X band (X=F,Cl,Br1 in
in UX4 compounds.
UF4 UC1 4 UBr'4
1(U5f). 1.42 1.10 0.87
1(U6P3/2)
flE U-X band 4.2 2.8 2.3
to U5f(eV)




Contaminated UBr4 Clean UBr4
l(U 5f) 0.87 0.79
I(U6P3/2)
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Photoemission studies on Laves phases UA1 2, and UCo 2 have been performed.
Different in-situ surface preparation techniques like scraping,
sputtering and annealing have been used showing that sputtering changes
essentially the surface composition of UA1 2 ; the same effect, but not
as pronounced is found for UCo 2. Annealing restores the initial
composition but induced a strong increase of oxygen surface contamination
even under UHV-conditions. Scraping in combination with sputtering
has proven to be the best surface cleaning procedure. The influence of
oxygen surface contamination has been investigated by exami ning U,Al,
Co, 0 and C core levels (XPS) and the valence band region (UPS). For
UA1 2 the U4f doublet shows for clean scraped material a satellite
doublet which is interpreted in terms of a shake-up process. The UPS
valence spectra show a superimposition of a spectrum which is very
similar to U02 spectra and the bulk intermetallic spectrum. An energy
shift of the oxide spectrum is explained by the type of electronic
conduction of the basis material. The electronic structure is discussed.
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1. Introducti on
Photoemission measurements of intermetallic actinide compounds have
not been performed up to now although the electronic properties of these
compounds are known to be peculiar /1/. More recently these compounds
have received considerable attention as catalysts and media for hydrogen
storage /2/.
Among the intermetallic actinide compounds UA1 2 and UCo2 have been
chosen since they belong to theLaves phases which crystallize in the
simple cubic MgCu2-type structure. UA1 2 has been considered to be repre-
sentative of a spin fluctuation system /3,4/ for which a narrow 5f
band is expected at the Fermi level. A narrow 5f state pinned at EF and
overlapping a broad' conduction band is also an essential condition for
valence fluctuations /5/. The actinide-actinide separation for UA1~
and UCo 2 is 3.38 and 3.04 R, respectively, and thus below the 3.4 Ä
proposed by Hill /6/ as a cut-off for localization of 5f electrons.
Originally, we undertook photoemission measurements to elucidate
further the density of states and electronic structure of UA1 2 and
UCo 2. Due to the small information depth for photoemission measurements
and the very easy oxidation of UA1 2 and UCo 2 a more detailed
investigation of the surface became necessary.
2. Experimental
The UA1 2 sample was prepared by induction heating of the formula
amount of the pure metals (99.999 %pure Al, 99.99 %pure U) under
an argon atmosphere. A thin slide of the sample was glued onto
a copper sample holder by a silver filled conductive epoxy resin.
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The UCo 2 sample was prepared by electron beam heating of the formula
amount of the pure metals (99.999 %pure Co, 99.9 %pure U) under
high vacuum conditions (10- 5 Pa). The sample was fixed by Ta wires
together with an underlying Ta sheet onto a high temperature sample
rod which allowed temperaturesas high as 2000 K to be achieved by
electron heating. Before introduction into the spectrometer the samples
were transferred to a dry argon glove box attached to the spectrometer.
The samples were ground to remove the gross surface oxide layer and
then immediately introduced into the spectrometer.
The photoemission spectra were obtained with a Leybold spectrometer
using a nonmonochromatized aluminium X~ray source (XPS) and a
windowless UV helium discharge source (UPS) with aresolution of
1.1 and 0.15 eV, respectivelY, as determined by the width of the
Fermi edge of gold. The vacuum in the measuring ~hamber was 5.5 . 10-9pa
which dropped to 6.5 . 10-8 Pa due to helium leakage during UPS work ;
a residual aas analysis indicated that no ingress of other gases occurred.
UA1 2 was cleaned in-situ in the preparation chamber of the spectrometer
(base pressure 8.1Q-8pa ) by argon ion sputteri ng and in the meas'uri ng
chamber by scraping with an A1 203 file. UCo2 was cleaned in-situ by
argon ion sputtering, too, and annealing.
3. Results
UA1 2 and UCo2 core level spectra have been recorded for differently
prepared surfaces. The surface cleanness was controlled by recording
the oxygen and carbon Is core levels. Fig. 1 shows the variation
of the oxygen and carbon surface contamination with the sputter time
for UA1 2. Carbon is easily removed whereas the removal of surface
oxide needs up to two days. The increase of the DIs signal at the
beginning of sputtering is explained by the removal of the carbon
contamination,from the surface oxide.
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Sputtering is known to change the surface composition of compounds .
As shown in Fig. 1 this effect is extremely pronounced for UA1 2.
As calculated from the ratio of peak areas below the U4f and Al 2s levels
the 8.8 times lighter aluminium is very preferentially sputtered
a saturation is found at an aluminium content less than 1/3 of
that found for scraped UA1 2.
Since in UCo2 the mass ratio mU/mCo is reduced to about 3.9 the
preferential sputtering is not as pronounced. For long sputterinq
the cobalt content saturates at about 1/2 of that found for UCo
the stoichiometry of which has been restored by annealing. Unfortunately,
annealing induced a serious increase of the oxygen signal even under
UHV-conditions. Therefore, it can be assumed that by annealing bulk
oxygen introduced during the UCo2 preparation diffuses from the bulk
to the surface.
Fig. 2 shows the U4f signals for different oxygen surface contamination.
Oxygen induced satellites are found on the high binding energy side
at 392.2 and 381.4 eV for UA1 2 and at 391.2 and 380.3 eV for UCo2.
For U02 the U4f levels are found at binding energies of 390.5 and
379.6 eV /7/. Assuming that uranium is (as in U0 2) in a tetravalent
state in oxidized UA1 2 and UCo2, the shift of 1.7 and 0.7 eV to
higher binding energies for UA1 2 and UCo 2, respectively, can be
explained by the p-type electronic conduction. This implies that the
Fermi level is shifted from about the midrlle of the forbidden band
gap downwards towards the highest occupied levels (U5f levels for
U02). Similar effects have been observed by Veal and Lam /8/. The
metallic states are found at 388.3 eV acd 377.5eV for UA1 2 and
388.8 and 378.0 eV for UCo 2. For uranium metal binding energies
of about 388.0 and 377.0 eV have been reported /7/. At the time
a clear identification of the valence state of uranium in UA1 2
and UCo 2 was not possible.
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Fig. 2 shows the typical assymetric U4f doublet for sputtered oxygen
free UA1 2 (curve c). Scraping induces on the high binding energy side
a satellite doublet shifted by about 7eV. Generally, this is due to
plasmon excitations, a fluctuating valence state and shake-up
excitations. Since no higher satellites have been observed an
explanation in terms of plasmon excitations seems unlikely. A valence
fluctuation seems also unlikely because one would have to assume a
fluctuation of the uranium atom between a valence found in a metal
(clearly less than 4) and a valence larger than that for tetravalent
uranium in U02. Valence is normally found to change from one state to
the next higher state /9/. Apart from the fact that XPS studies with
higher energy resolution than reported here are necessary, the shake-up
orocess involving the low lying aluminium 3s valence band is favoured
to explain the satellite structure.
Fig. 3 shows the UPS data for different oxygen surface contamination.
The oxygen contamination is indicated by a strong peak at 6eV ; a
very close similarity to the U02 spectrum is found /10/. A shift
similar to that found for the core levels is also found here,
as determined from the u'5f levels at 2.8 and 1.7 eV for UA1 2 and UCo 2
respectively. The removal of surface oxide removes the overlapping
UO x spectrum and increases dramatically the emission intensity
at the Fermi level. Fig. 4 shows the high surface sensitivity of
UA1 2 as measured with Hell excitation. Each run lasted only 3 minutes
45 minutes while under a base pressure of about 6'10-9 Pa results in a
considerable increase in the oxygeninduced signals.A difference spectrum
between curves band c of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig.5. The charge transfer
of electrons at EF to the oxygen band at 6 eV is clearly indicated.
A comparison of UPS-data for UA1 2 and UCo2 recorded for different
excitation energies is presented in Fig. 6.
For He I excitation UA1 2 shows at about 7.5 eV a structure which
is missing for higher excitation energies and also missing in UCo 2,
Taking into account cross section effects [11]
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and photoemission data on aluminium /12/, this peak is explained
by emission from Al 3s states. A very high density of states is
found at EF i ncreasing with excitation energy. That clearly implies
a rather narrow U5f band as proposed as an explanation of the
physical properties of UA1 2 /3,4/. The shoulder at about 2eV is
due to overlapping U 6d, 7s and Al 3s bands.
UC02 shows a quite different behaviour. The occupied valence states
are only extended by about 5 eV. A pronounced peak is found at 0.8 eV
for He I excitation. This peak decreases with increasing excitation
energy whereas a very narrow peak develops at EF. Considering the
additional Co 3d electrons, cross section effects /11/ and
photoemission data on cobalt /13/, the 3d electrons are identified
in a relative narrow band at 0.8 eV. The peak at EF is due to U5f
states the occupatfon of which is smaller compared with those in UA1 2•
4. Conclusions
Argon ion sputter cleaning changes significantly the surface composition
of UA1 2 ; the aluminium content is decreased to about 1/3 of its
stoichiometric value. The preferential sputtering of Co is not as
pronounced.
Sputtering in combination with scraping gave clean and stoichiometric
UA1 2 surfaces ; annealing of clean sputtered UC02 restored the
stoichiometric composition but enhanced considerably the surface
oxide contamination.
U4f core level photoemission spectra of oxidized UA1 2 and
UC0 2 showed a shift to higher binding energies in comparison to U02
due to p-type electronic conduction in U0 2. Satellites which appear for
clean scraped UA1 2 are explained by a shake-up process from Al 3s
states to empty conduction band states.
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Valence spectra (UPS) for oxidized surfaces of UA1
2
and UCo2 revealed
similar shifts to those found for the U4f core level spect~a (XPS).
The U5f states were found as narrow bands at the Fermi level.
Co 3d electrons were found at 0.8 eV. The emission at 7.5 eV for
UA1 2 was only seen for He I-excitation and is believed to be due to
Al 3s sta tes .
x) This text- has been presented at the Symposium on Applied Surface
Analysis, Dayton (Ohio, USA), June 13 - 15, 1979; itwill appear
in a Special Issue of: Applications of Surface Science.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Variation of the surface composition of UA1 2 with sputtertime
above : oxygen and carbon 1s photoemission signals; below :
uranium / aluminium ratio.
Fig. 2 U4f photoemission signals (XPS)
UA1 2 : a) immediately after sample introduction
b), c) after sputtering 25 minutes (01s signal reduced
to 62 %) and 40 hours (01s signal not detectable),
respectively.
d) scraped (01s signal not detectable).
UCo2 a) immediately after sample introduction
b) after annealing 30 minutes at 800 K (01s signal
reduced to 58 %)
c) after sputtering 40 hours (01s signal not detectable).
Fig. 3 Valence band photoemission signals (UPS; He I-excitation
21.2 eV, He II-excitation : 40.8 eV).
UA1 2 : a) immediately after sample introduction
b) sputtered (01s signal reduced to 20 %)
c) sputtered (01s signal not detectable)
d) scraped (01s signal not detectable)
UCo2 a) immediately after sample introduction
b) after annealing 30 minutes at 800 K (01s signal
reduced to 58 %)
c) sputtered (01s signal not detectable)
Fig. 4 Time dependent valence band photoemission signals of UA1 2
(UPS; He II-excitation 40.8 eV).
a) immediately after scraping for 10 minutes
b), c), d) 45 minutes, 1.5 and 16 h after scraping,
respectively.
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Fig. 5 UA1 2 valence band photoemission difference spectrum of curves
band c of Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 Valence photoemission signals of UA1 2 and UCo2 (sputtered,
01s signal not detectable)
a) He I-excitation : 21.2 eV
b) He II Q -excitation 40.8 eV
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ABSTRACT
Our first results of global XPS-UPS photoemission experiments on USb
have shown a large density of states (with essentially f-d character)
at the Fermi level in agreement with the metallic character of this
compound and a small peak at 2.2 eVbelow EF (with p-character) originating
from the 5p orbitals of the antimony atoms. Here we report the preliminary
results on a single crystal face 001 of the monopnictide USb, using
synchrotron radiation. The aim of these studiesis to det~rmine the electronic
states along therX line. The spectra observed in the normal configuration
emission show only strongintensity variations on varying the energy of the
incident photons (from 20 eV ·to 60 eV) or the polarisation of the radiation.
However due to the large number of flat bands in the region of interest,
it is difficult to identify with certainty the resolved peaks with the
predicted peaks obtained using an indirect transition model of photoemission
and a band structure calculation.
Finally, the effects of oxidation on the fresh in-situ cleaved sample could
be followed by controlling the 0-2p peak located at about 6eV below EF.
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATION OF LOW TEMPERATURE DEFECT INTERACTIONS IN CUBIC
241 Am02 FROM 237Np MÖSSBAUER EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
J. FRIEDT, R. POINSOT and J. REBIZANT
Centre de Recherches Nucleaires
67037 STRASBOURG Cedex (France)
and
Euratom, Institut Europeen des Transuraniens
KARLSRUHE (W. Germany)
We report the preliminary observation of low temperature
defect interactions and defect complex mobility using Mössbauer spec-
tro~copy of 237Np impurities created by a-decay of 241 Am in a host of
Am°2 ·
The 237Np emission spectroscopy tests microscopically the
electronic configuration and lattice environment of the recoil nuclei
241(ER ~ 93 keV) from the Am decay, on a time scale after the decay
comparable to the nuclear mean life time, i.~. ~ 100 ns. The experi-
ments are performed as a function of temperature and of the degree of
self-irradiation of the oxide stored at 300 K. They aremeasured with
respect to a single line Np02 absorber maintained at 77 K.
The recoil nuclei are always observed to coexist in the
tetravalent and the pentavalent charge states of 237Np , with however
a relative proportion of the Np4+ configuration increasing with the
degree of self-irradiation of the source host.
Above 15 K, independently of the degree of self-irradiatio~
the Np4+ resonance consists of a single resonance line of Lorentzian
shape ; the Np5+ resonance reveals a broad distribution of quadrupole
.. 4+.. b d d' .1nteract1ons. However, the Np 11ne lS strongly roa ene 1n compa-
rison to the theoretical line width (W = 3.2 mm/s vs Wth =237 exp eor
0.07 mm/s) , as always observed in Np MÖssbauer spectroscopy.
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4+ 5+
Below 15 K, both the Np and Np resonances become more
4+
complex. The Np component deviates increasingly from the Lorentzian
shape as the temperature decreases and as the macroscopic defect con-
centration within the host increases. A tentative single line fit
provides resonance widths at 4.2 K of 5 mm/s for a one week aged
source and of ~ 10 mm/s for a one year aged one. Alternately, below
15 h 4+ b d d . f ..K, t e Np resonance can e un erstoo 1n terms oa superpos1t10n
of a single line component plus a broad quadrupole pattern, in a pro-
portion increasing with the degree of self-irradiation. Little infor-
mation is obtained for Np5+ component as a result of the distribution
of hyperfine interactions at this site.
Moreover, a fresh source (aged from 7 to 70 days) reveals
a temperature dependence of the spectral area (both for the total
resonance and the individual components) in agreement with the predic-
tion from the Debye model with aD = 220 ± 10 K. On the contrary, hea-
vily self-irradiated sources (360 days old) reveal a deviation from
the harmonie model, with a very significant maximum of the resonance
area (both total and of the individual components) at 15 K. Self-irra-
diation experiments for storage times between 70 and 360 days are in
progress.
Assuming that the anomalous dependence of the spectral
areas will be recovered in this storage time range (70 - 360 days) ,
the results are understood in terms of a low temperature (T < 15 K)
trapping of defects by the 237Np impurities and dissociation of these
defect complexes above 15 K. In fresh, radiation defect free sampIes,
the recoil nuclei reach principally substitutional recoil sites. This
is in agreement with recoil model calculations ; the broadening of the
lines is attributed to defects distant from the rest site (eg the
vacancy cascade surrounded by the interstitial zone) and is more im-
5+portant at the Np site because of the charge compensation requirement.
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In self-damaged sampIes, the probability of interaction
of the recoil nuclei with the random defects present in the host
increases. The defect complexes stable below 15 K present a larger
amplitude of lattice vibration, which is equivalent to a lower
"microscopic Debye temperature". Comparing with defect studies in
intermetallics, we suggest that the observation corresponds to the
. f' . . 1 237 . .. b d f .trapplng 0 lnterstltla Np lmpurltles y e ects present ln
self~damaged Am0
2
, which dissociate at 15 K. The interpretation needs
however confirmation from studies of sampIes aged from 70 to 360 days.
The results are relevant for the understanding of the
a-decay self-irradiation consequences in oxide hosts. The formation of
two charge states of the decay atoms, in proportions depending on the
degree of self-damage, is demonstrated unambiguously. The preliminary
observation of a defect trapping and of its dissociation above 15 K
provides new insight into the succession of recovery steps in the ther-
mal annealing of oxide hosts.
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MOSSBAUER EFFECT AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY STUDIES
OF THE NON STOICHIOMETRIC NEPTUNIUM OXIDES: Np02tx
J. Gal*~ C. Musicas
t
, A. Cousson~ J. Jove~ M. Pages*
Studies of the magnetic and hyperfine properties of the neptunium oxides
Np02tx' with x = 0, 0.15, 0.25 have been performed by Mossbauer
spectroscopy and magnetic susceptibility measurements.
The shape and the center of gravity of the transmission Mossbauer
spectrum of the 60 keV resonance in 237Np change significantly with
x and with the temperature.
The results can be well explained assuming temperature dependent
charge transfert phenomena using the c1assical theory of electromagnetic
wave packets.
The magnetic susceptibility of all the compounds Np02tx follows a
Curie-Weiss law above 80 K with l.l eff: 4.0, 2.8 and8 : - 64, - 21 °K
for x : 0, 0.25 respectively.
~ Institut Curie, Section de Physique et Chimie. Service des Transuraniens,
11, rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France.
+ SHCT /DGR, B. P. N° 6, 92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
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MOSSBAUER EFFECT AND MAGNETISATION STUDIES
OF THE MONOCLINIC NpSe3
J. Jove, A. Cousson, M. Pages (Laboratoire Curie, Paris)
R. Potier, D. Damien, C. Costantini (CEN Fontenay-aux-Roses)
J. Ga1 (NRCN, Beer Sheva)
The Mossbauer effect studies ofthe 59.6 keV (EI) transition in 237Np
of the NpSe3 show a first order magnetic phase transition at T 0 = 51 (3) K
and a second transition at T F = 20(3} K. An unusua1 low temperature
Mossba.--uer spectrum was observed and interpreted in terms of hyperfine
fie1d spread phenomena and a modu1ated wave type moment structure.
For an almost squared-up magnetic structure the magnetic hyperfine fie1d
constants gn lJ nHeff are 2900 (50 }KOe and 3400 (50 }KOe, corresponding to
ordered moments of 1. 51 (5) lJB and 1. 78(8) lJB respective1y with an average
spread hyperfine fie1d of 3180(30}KOe (1.66 J.IB) for T <TF and 3030(30}KOe
for T > TF' The hyperfine broadening factor constant is B = 8mm/sec.
The isomer shift of the Mossbauer spectra are + 6(0. 5}mm/sec relative
to NpA12' Above 80 K, the magnetic susceptibility showed Curie-Weiss
behavior with lJeff =2.88 lJB and e = - 87 K.
The two transitions at T o and TF are confirmed by the susceptibility
measurements. It seemed probable that an incommensurate-to-commensurate
or commensurate-to-incommensurate magnetic phase transition cou1d be
re1ated to T F.
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Stron~fl'y correlated electron bunds and Jl1agnetism in transition
meta 1s
Application to actinide metals and compounds
by
K. A. L.ong
Commission of the European Communitics
Joint Research Centre
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Abstract
In this paper clectron bands and magnetism in narrm'l band materials are
discussed. Thc theol'y which is developed in this papcr is applicable to d-
transition metals and thei, compounds~ certain rare earth compounds, and to
the early actinides and their compounds. Normally the magnetism of itincrant
electron systems is considered by treating the atomic interactions (the
electron-electron interactions) as 0. perturbation of the one electron
theory. The approach taken in this paper is to solve the atornic problem
first, including spin-orbit and crystal field interactions as well as the
clectron-electron interactions. These can be treated on each site if
necessary, and then one can include the transfer interaction, ItJhich a11o\'/s
electrons to move from site to site, as aperturbation, and this leads to
the formation of bands. In the limit of very strong o'Jerlap onc recovers
the nOrJi::ll one electron band theory. I-Iolt,ever in the limit of strong corre-
lation, where U the electron-electron interaction parameter is much larger
than the band width ß, the bands are much different in character. It is
in this narrow band limit th~t one expects to find magnetism, and in this
method one has inc1uded thc Hund's rule correlations that leads to the
formation of moments on each site. These magnetic nlüments are then aligned
by the ~~eiss mo1ecular fie1d, even when the size of the moments themselves
fluctuate, due to the transfer of electrons betvJeen sites. As long as
there is a sufficiently largc mo1ecu1ar fie1d coming from the neighbouring
sites this \\till happen and one \'1 i 11 have conditions favourab1e to magnc-
tism. The question of \'Ihcther or not moments form on the individual sites,
is anslt/ercd by considel'ing the form of the crystal field interaction, and
the number of e1cctrons on each site. This problem is discussed using
group theory. In the case of an even number of electrons on a site, thcre
may be no moment) \'Ihereas in the case of an odd nUlllber of electrons on a
. site, a residual moment is always 'left due to time reversal symmetry.
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The lifting of this degeneracy is discussed in the context of a magnetic
impurity in a metal. Again this problem is usually developed in terms of
the perturba ti on tha t the i mpurity ca'uses to the e1ctron gas of the metal.
Here the opposite approach is taken, whereby the electron gas is
considered as aperturbation of the atomic system. This leads to the lif-
ting of the degeneracy of the atomic system, and the possibility of a
non Curie susceptibility. The question of whether this kind of behaviour
can occur in metals and alloys is discussed.
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Introducti on
In the treatment of magnetislll in metals and their compounds, there has
arisen a dichotomy between the localised and the iUnerant point of view.
The itinerant approach in its pure form, consists in treating the metal
as being like an electron gas, so that in a sense the constituent atoms
are ignored. On the other hand, the localised approach neglects the
transfer of electrons through the metal, and considers only the inter-
actions of the electrons on each atom and the exchange interaction between
the resultant moments. It was Hubbard (4,6,7,5) who first re~or.ciled these
two points of vie\'J by giving a mathematical formulation of the ideas of
Van Vleck (19). However subsequert authors, by concentrating on his s-band
model, made his theory indistinguishable from a form of the electron gas
theory. To tl~eat only the s-band model is to do less than justice to the
significant advances made in his four papers, especially papers 2 and 4.
By doing this one throws away the chance of describing the real diversity
of properties of the transition metals. The chance to include both the
motion of the electrons through the crystal, while also including electron-
electron, spin-orbit, and crystal field interactions on each site., gives
one an opportunity to include all the main ingredients needed to give an
adequate description of magnetism in transition metals. This opportunity
is taken in this paper and in subsequent work .
. In sections one and two a treatment is given of bands in such a model as
applied to the f-bands in the actinides, rare earth compounds and cerium,
section one giving u phenomenological treatment and section two giving
a rigorous development. In section 3, crystal field interactions are
investigated, and in section 4 the problem of a magnetic impurity in a
metal is investigated from a localised point of view. The results obtained
are used in secti on 5, together with a treatment of the dynami c magneti c
susceptibility to give a physical description of the occurrence and non-
occurrence of magnetism in transition metals, rare earth compounds, and
the actinides.
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1. Electroll bands in transition metals : Phenomenological treatment
Long use of the one electron band theory of metals has rendered solid state
physics immune to the idea that electron bands can. be based on many
electron v.Jave functions. This is well illustrated by the conviction that
the 4fn statesin the rare earth metals do not belöng on a band structure
diagram, because when an electron jumps onto a site already in such a
configuration, it transforms the atom into a 4fnt1 cünfiguration, hence
necessarily involving interaction effects, which are outside the scope of
the one electron theory. It ;s true that an interacting theory is not
compatible with a non-interacting one as we shall see below. However this
ml'ans that the one electron theory is an over simplifiaction and not that
bands can not be developed from many electron states. Oneelectron band
theory ;s based on the hypothes;s that one can ignore the electron-electron
interactions, spin-orbit interactions, and crystal field effects. These
terms are dropped from the Hamiltonian, along with the electron-lattice
interaction. This conviction is completely invalid as is shown below,
firstly ;n a phenomenological manner, and then in a rigorous manner.
Consider a one dimensional lattice composed of identical atoms(l), spaced
a distance a apart. Let us assume for argumentls sake, that all the atoms
are in a 5fn configuration, with energy E(5fn). This energy includes the
effect of all atomic interactions, and the effect of the crystal field
if necessary. Then let an extra electron be introduced into the system.
Thiselectron can exist in a virtual state on any of the sites. If it ;s
on site m, then there will be ntl electrons on this site, and this atom
will be in a 5fnt1 configuration, with energy E(5fnt1 ). The electron ca~­
of course move to any site, and will have the same energy. These states
are equally probable, and by the superposition axiom of quantum mechanics,
a general state is a linear superposition of all these states. Let the
state with one electron at site m be represented by Im).
Then
and
'm> -, m , r(Sjnt l ) >TT Im", r( SfR)>
ll1~m'
m;tmtl
( I. I )
( I. 2)
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A generals ta te of the sys tem ; s gi ven by,
It":> = 2. Im><ml~,> (L3)
m
The states m are not eigenstates of the system, because there exists an
'amplitude for the electron to jump to a neighbouri~g site equal to iA/n,
where
A = J<m Ir>[ \{r (.r) - UAT (.r- ["... )]<r/mtl)d3r (14.)
't (r) =. 2. U. (!:-rrY\) (1.5)er _ A'i_
rn.
where Vcr(!:) is the crystal potential, and UatC!:)is the atomic potential
at the site m. Then in this model,




l<ml~/1 = the probability of an atom at site m being in a
5fn state.
So even with one electron present, there is a mixed valency, which is of
course very close to n. However, as more electrons are added the dverage
valency will increase, but one must allow for the fact that an electron
can not jump onto a site that is already in a 5fn+1 state. This leads
to the band beconring narrower for an added electron, as the number cf
el ectrons present i ncreases. Putti ng C = <m' t> ' one has,m .
itl, ~ Cm(t-) = ( E(Sjntl) - E(5jl1)J Cm - ACrntl - ACrn-, (I. G)
db
b(x... ) = be ~kfTlo. )Assuming a periodic solution, Cm(t) = b(xm)exp(-iEt/n), I-'
one obtains a set of allm'led energy values given by,
(I. 1-)
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This fonnula is similar to the usual tight binding formula, but is only
correct if there are a few electrons added to the system of atoms in a
5fn configuration. If llIore electrons are added onehas to take account
of correlation effects, as is done in the next section.
When an atom changes its configuration from 5fn to 5fn+1, the energy as
. 1
we have seen above changes from E(5fn) to E(5fn+ ). In the reverse process
the extra electron according to Varma (2) becomes a one electron band
electron, or according to Hirst (3) becomes part of a Fermi liquid of s
electrons. In the first case,
( I. 8)
where Ef is theenergy of the highest one electron energy state that is
occupied. Equation (1.7) is clearly not invariant to a change in the
origin of energy. If the zero of energy is taken as the level of the
potential outside the metal, and not at the bottom of the band, this would
be wri tten as,
Iwl; I;j , whereas 'Wh~ r:.t showing an inconsistency.
where Wis the work function, and E(5fn+1) is the binding energy of an
atom in this configuration. Thus to have an atom interacting with a set of
non interacting electrons does not yield aconsistent (in the sense of
symbolic logic) theory. In other words Koopmanls theory is not obeyed by
the interacting theory of atoms, but is valid for the one electron
theory.
Fermi liquid theory is similar in this $ense to the first case, and here
one has,
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where Eo(N+l) - Eo(N) = EF is by definition the Fermi encrgy, and is the
energy added to the system when an extra electron is added to the system.
Equation (1.9) is invariant to a change in the energy origin, because it
only involves energy differences. This model is a reasonable one for the
case of a magnetic impurity in a simple metal, but.is no use for a pure
transition metal, because in this case an electron incident on an atom
can not be described by a plane wave, because it has been emitted by a
neighbouring atom. Since one is interested in the motion of one extra
electron that is added to the system, a Green's function method is
ideally suited to .this problem. This is described in the next section. In
this model it transpires that there is an interesting physical interpre-
tation. Each atom is desr.ribed in terms pf its many electron states. The
interaction term represents the transfer of electrons between the atoms.
When an electron arrives on an atom, the atomls many electron state
changes. So one can view the system of interacting atoms, as continuous
fluctuations in their many electron states. In this model the binding
energy of the solid is seen to be due to the exchange of electrons between
the atoms, reminiscent of the way in which nuclear forces are caused by the
exchange of mesons, or electromagnetic forces are caused by the ~xchange of
photons. In fact if one views the atoms as black boxes which undergo
transitions in their energy states, states v/hich are denoted by O(.,J,M
J being the total angular monentum and Mits z component,ot representing
any other quantum numbers, then one does not need the concept of an electron.
Since it isunnecessary one can drop it. So all one is left with are atoms
of states~,()(.,J,M where q is the charge of an atom, and these states
continuously fluctuate because of the presence of neighbouring atoms.
2. Narrow electron bands in transition metals
In table one, the characteristic energy parameters for the d-transition
metals, rare earth mixed-valent compounds, and actinides are set out. In
the case of thc actinides this includes only the early actinides, as the
later actinides become like the rare earths, with probably stronger
crystal field in~eractions. However research on the later actinides, i .e.
curium and berkelium is very much in its infancy.
























~. 1 d .lnc u es screenlng
~* see below + this ignores hybridisation
This table implies that the best method of treating the electron motion in
the actinides is to consider the atomic interactions first, and treat the
electron transfer terms as aperturbation. The starting point for such a
treatment is a generalised form of the Hubbard model (4,5,6,7). One takes
the Hamiltonian for a set of electrons, written in second quantized form
based on a complete set of Bloch states, and transforms it to its localised
form,
and,
V(r) = 2 U.Ri(r- ßt) (2·3) :<lf)jol~lkOjh/ =e2Gzs:(x-fSdf6:~c-~dxJ)('
.. J)I , "', X - )("
The second term in equation (2.1) represents the electron-electron , (2_t)
interaction. In the Hubbard model this is approximated by neglecting all
the terms except those on one site. Then H is written,
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where the third term represents a hybridisation term. This is neglected
below, but is includ~d for completeness. The question of hybridisation,
how large it'is, whether it exists at all, and if so what kind exists,
will be discussed in another paper.
Hubbard pointed out that in the narrow band limit, it was much better to,...
express this operator H, in terms of many electron transfer operators
,rn~)<rß I which transfer an atom in astate Ir:.) into astate Irn'> '
where nl = n, n±l. Clearly when an electron jumps from one atom to another,
the number of electrons on the first atom decreases by one and the stat~
changes fram anl n state to an ln-l state, find on the second atom changes .
from an ln ' state to ln'+l state. This·adding of an electron, corresponds
to the way atomic states are built up using fractional parentage
coefficients. Therefore it is not surprising that the second quantized
i\
operator CI' can be expressed linearly in terms of the many electron




~., are the Racah fractional parentage coefficients, and for the case




(2rn) Ln-I, lin - I (2.1 )
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e
The express ions for Qdr,,), ß and f are found in /8/. In thi s form of
the Hamiltonian it is apparent that the Coulomb interaction has been
diagonalised,. It is also apparent that by changing to a j-j coupling
scheme one could include exactly the spin orbit coupling. In an inter-
mediate coupling scheme (9) one could also include. this and the crystal
field interactions. This is very important when one considers the actinides.
This. is however not done exactly here but is to be considered in a later
paper. However it is important to grasp that in principle the calculation
is the same, and is done in terms of X(r,,'} ~~l) where IP(1c{are the states
of ln in a given symmetry of the crystal Held, which are exa.ctly the states
. .
discussed in /9/. What changes are the coefficients in eqn. (2.6). Equations
of the normal tight bincling type are obtained in the limit ~->O, which
is also the limit of one electron band theory. In the limitB-'O ,one
has a localised .atomic description. In the cases discussed in this paper
B is not zero, but ~~ß . HO\'/ever ~ is undoubtedly less than the usual
value put on the Coulomb interaction as included in Table one. This
intermediate situation explains why magnetic properties can seem localised
in nature, whereas there is a Fermi surface and an electrical conductivity,
which is albeit low.
The calculations are carried out using a Green's function technique. One
considers Greenls functions which describe the propagation of an excited
atomic state through the lattice. This of course corresponds to the
propagation of an extra electron which is added to the system. These
Greenls functions are of the form
6-ij ( Po-" rn , ~ ) r.~ . r.:_, I 0) = -i C9(~)<[ Xi (1;...• rn,~), Xj (r,,: •r..,~" 0)]>
(2.~ )
The equation of motion is given by, in Fourier transformed form, by,
'~J Xj (r:,: J rn ~ I J 0)] \
I ~
i}j -= 1.-.rv (2.10)
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Substituting H from eqn. (2.8) and decoupling the operators belonging
to different sites, one obtains,
[ E - E (rn y0'rv-1 (- ,.1~n~1 .. ) + E(Pn-,) r,I~-1 (. ... J~n_l- I - ., ~r )J)t
(T Ij (Pn -, I Pn I t Ir.: rn~-I) - ( X(fn) + X( rn~,)JUli bU &r:, r:,~ brn., r.;,-.J
-I- ~WI (. " - ) 2 .,2. 2. ~
rn i L n2. Pn2
These equations have to be solved for specific configurations. One should
note that if r;.:-:~, ~~, -:. ~-, , ß is a constant, then the one
equation left will yield the same results as eqn. (1.6). In (8) the
confi gura ti ons dI(Sc, Lu) and d2(Ti ,Zr ,Hf) were cons i dered. For an
example of the application to the actinides, we will choose the f2
configuration. This may correspond to the case of uranium, whereas f4
corresponds to neptunium, f6 to plutonium and f7 to americium. There are
of course many more terms in the f series, and one has ignored the
existence of d electrons which may also be localised. Accordingly an '
application to the actinides represents a more severe approximation.
Hm'lever this criticism applies to any theory of the actinides. The
actinides are just very complicated!
In Table 2 one compares the terms consi dered for 'the -t2 and d2
configurations. Some atoms are in ~ and f3 configurations.
TAßLE 2
No. of els Terms' : d Terms
1 20 2F
2 ' S, 1O, 'G 3F 'S, 10, 'G, II
3H
3 4F 41
Cons i der eqn. (2.11) for the singlet states IL = (IS,'O,IG,IH)
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[E - E('L)Pw", (I~,-I) + E(2 F )2...-, (h, -/ )JG-;j ('F, 'L I·L " f )
- I &n [ X~) +- XFF)J -t LXTL) +xPf)J L .
.2rr v tn;ll.
ß ( i,' L , m '1= i L, 'F, 10 J:;h) X .1"-2 (1<,-1, R2 -I) c;:",l'Fjr,h I't. 'F )
'L I rn/I; N; L, 2F ) In ~ h) x 21V.,(R2 -J.) G-",ill '; r; "1')../F)J
(2.12 )
where 2F corresponds to f= m~, and these 14 states should be summed over,
'L= 0) L,O, H,) r1 "-='lH 1 'L) o.nd r')/~ = TF • The terms on the
right hand side of eqn.(2.12)which involve overlap terms B must satisfy
conservation of spin and angular momentum, as is the case for dn configu-
ra ti ons. The trans i ti on ( ILI I L] i nto [21=,+r] are i mposs i b1e because
total spin is not conserved ( . S·~'f = 0 is not equal to .S~::. 2,1).
The terms for which this is true can be written and so far the singlet
states one obtains
E :: E('t..,}-E(2. F )+2.. ßk('L/j"ijr1 ")
f~ r;~ IL,4fI
\'/here f, f" represents any of the 14 2F sta tes, and
and BK is the Fourier transform of Bvv' , where translational invariance
has been assumed.
For the states of the ground term of the f2 configuration, normaly 3H
the creation and annihilation processes s.atisfy the Sand L conservation
laws ( 3H +)H -:;> '2F + +7' 05"''''::2 10 ....70.,..._ 2 ,.(1'01-87 O_LTUI:({ 1)
-) IN ) I I v F ,''' - ) ) ,''' - I I·' J PfV ) ••
and therefore these processes are retaincd. In this case one obtains,
from eqn. (2.12),
(E - E.2 ) &'1'2. + bo/2, G-o/2, + b2 "J 6-3 '2. =- Cl2.
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where 0 1 corresponds to IL, 2 to 3H and 3 to 4I (f3), so that
)
etc.
l2. ~ F2 - ~j + bz 2 a 2 - L x(f) + x0.)J /2-rr IV
+ X(2.)J cffll-I (k2 -1) ~J)ßk (2tf;f/ 2 )
(2.15)
One can estimate the values of ~ and f4c.p in terms of X(f), \I/hich is
the number of quasiparticles in the states 2F, due to the increase in the
r.oulomb energy, and one would expect X(f)«' . One then keeps only the
largest terms in eqn. (2.14) and one obtains for the 3H band,
.
,=(~) ~ i[E(ItI)-tfJ ± ~[( 2E(3H) -~-
+' '~(~H)3H ;j) +1)/2.Jt
Therefore the bandwi dth i s determi ned by the processes JH + 3H
-I
X(j) ::-- [ 4><F (bE/ttT) TI] . (2. i7)
where E = E(f) + E(f3) - 2E(f2). Assuming similar values to the case
of d2, and assuming the initial width of the band B(tt.}:lev (from single
electron calculations), one obtains a band width of 0.2ev for the 3H
band~ and O.OOlev for the singlet band. This band is narrowed by the-factor X(f), and the conservation laws. This means that there is a very
sharp maximum in the density of states, which has been suspected for a
long time in the actinides (10), (11), (12). This has been previously
explained as simply coming out of band structure calculations (12), and
not specifically associated with any particular features of the system.
Here it is associated at least in the f2 configuration with the singlet
excited states, IS, ID, IG, 11. In d transition metals this occurs for all
even configurations, but this may not be the case in the f elements. One
must remember that one has not included the 6d electrons. Below one will
also see that even and odd numbers of electrons are also important for the
tendency to magnetism. This may explain why Tc the superconducting .
transition temperature, is so sensitive to the number of electrons, on
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each site, i .e. the va1ency. The even configurations tend to rule out
magnetism, which in turn means superconductivity is more likcly, but one
would also have to consider how the elctron-phonon interaction changes.
However one would expect this to be stronger, the .narrower the f or d
band iso Norl1la11y (13) narrow bands mean magnetism, but this is not
necessarily the case in this framework.
The narrowness of the 'L band, and the fact that it has a capacity of one
electron per atom, mean that the Fermi energy will lie in this band.
This would seem to be the case in uranium, neptunium, and plutonium, and
many of the i ntet'meta11 i c compounds of these meta1S. It isa1so the case
in compounds such as SmS and CeA1 3. These electrons are "heavy " and slo\'1
moving electrons, which means a poor conductivity, and a rapidly rising
resistivity. The effect of the electron-phonon interaction on such electrons
was discussed in a previous paper (11).
3. Magnetism in the transition metals ; Magnetic impurities, symmetry,
and crystal fields.
The origin of magnetism lies in the effects of the Coulomb interaction
between the electrons, together with the Pauli exclusion principle. In the
atomic localised model, there are two stages, namely the formation of moments
on each site, and their alignment through a coupling interaction. Amongst
the choi ce of many-el ectron sta tes, the ground stale can be found from
Hund's rules, for an isolated atom in a given configuration. In the rare
earths for instance, except for the f6 configuration, the ground state
has a finitevalue of J in the ground state. The f6 configuration has 1
= 0, for its ground state because the value of L can cancel out the
value of S. The moments are coupled by the exchangeinteraction of the




This assumes a well defined moment at each site, or in other words, a
given multiplet of statesat each site. The ground state of the
Hamiltonian (1), is magnetic at zero temperature and the transition
temperature depends on the .value of K.
form,
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Above TC' the susceptibility follows a Curie-Weiss la\v, beeause of the
2J + 1 degeneraey at eaeh site. In areal metal the environment of each
site is not spherieally symmetrie. Thus the 2J + l.degeneraey is removed
by the erystal field. The degree to whieh the degeneraey is removed depends
on the erystal symmetry. In this general ease the s~useeptibility is.
given by ( 9),
'"\/(T) = !:i (~ 2. e- Er/~1 LI, <r l}t Ir'>r~ + 2 .2 11/< r LuIP />(
X- z RI f1 r' r fI'
X [e-Er/~T -e-E"~ItT J/(Er--Er/)) ('}~2)
where Ir> are the crystal field states, L1.sunlS over states Ir? that
a,'e identual or degenerate to lr>,and 2 'l sums over states 111/> that are
distinct from and nondegenerate \vith Ir). If there is no degeneracy, there
;s often no remnants of a Cune-Weiss law.
The problem of the removal of the degeneracy ;s solved by using group
theory. The maximum degree to which removal ;s poss;ble ;s determined by
whether the onginal configuration had an even or odd number of eleetrons.
This is beeause of time reversal degeneraey. The symmetry of motion with
respect to time means that if tp(r);s a possible '1,ave function of a
stationary state then so is t({r), and this state has the same energy.
i ;1; <f (r) ~) = H\p (r) ~) = Elf Cr) ~ ) C:S:3)
Operating with the time reversal operator T,
-L~ (}'(.r)-~) =: -r 1-1 T-'T 'I'(r,-~) = E lIJ(r)-~)
= Hf4'(.r:}-~) = Eq>(!,-b) (3.+)
Taking the complex eonjugate of (3.3),
- i "0 ~~(.r) ~) = Ho/'f(r) ~) =: E tlJ* (r) ~)
?>t- T
•.", ~ anJ 'f* satisfy ~he same equation. If one is to have a non degenerate level
and
and~{r)must be real or pure imaginary. Hhen spin is involved the situation
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is more complicated. Then the wave function of the system are spinors
y;~r'" whose rank is twice the sum of the spins So.. of all the particles.
The wave function and its time reversed state corresponds to states of
the same enetgy.
If a level is non-degenerate, these states must be identical to within
a cons tant,
rsW
lf ~r '" - ( 4J Ar' ...





using = (-1)"3 ~oc.,:) ~f?
-: (- I )" C 0 eiltV)\./-l _. _
1c..'~lO (So 12.)
) fand therefore n must be even. Far
odd n this can not be fulfilled. Any angular momentum can be built up from
several spins i .Orbital angular momentum always correspond to an even
number. Therefore oddness or eveness is determined solely by the spin.
If one has S half integral, J must be half integral, and the crystal
field can not remove all the degeneracy. This means that in this case
one usually has a Cune-Weiss susceptibility, because one has at least .
two states degenerate. If the ground state is non-magnetic,l<rlfIP'>I1.. =0,
and the~e is no Curie-Weiss la\'1 from the single state.
3o(.~3p}A
~")A . .,
.'. (-IY'C (,-IC ':: ,
The remova1 of the degeneracy for even numbers 'of electrons, and the
non-removal for odd numbers of electrons, is connected to the existence
of single and double valued representations of the rotation group. For
single valued representations one can have a one dimensional representation
of the various crystal groups. For double valued representations, a.ll
representations are double valued or come in complex conjugate pairs. The
basis functions for these pairs are of course a spinor and its comple~
,conjugate. Therefore the minimum degeneracy for any level is two in this
case.
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The next interesting question is under what circumstances even this
degeneracy is removed.. There are two possibilities and both are reflected
by suggested .~'solutions" to the problem of a magnetic impurity in a
metal. If an impurity such as manganese is in copper, then degeneracy
of the many electron state is ~educed by the crystal field. If the
nurnber of electrons in this state are odd, the degeneracy is reduced to
four or two. As we saw above the double degeneracy i s more general, as
this is the minimum value allCMIed by time reversal in·/ariance. Let's des-
cribe this two state system by allovdng the atom to have a spin i . This
lI1ay however not be general enough. This spin i system then couples to the
conduction electrons of the host metal via a Hamiltonian of the form.
In order to calculate the resistivity one needs to calculate the spin flip
amplitude, which is the probability amplitude with wl1ich the spin ,is
flipped by the local spin. This gives the scattering amplitude for an
electron k, to go to a final state . In second order perturbation
theory th'j s i s found to di verge as the temperature decreases. Thus the
resistivity rises as the temperature falls. At this point perturbation
theory breaks down, and one has to look for a new mode of description.
Nagaoka,Wilson and Nozieres have pioneered one method of solution. This
we call making odd, even. At lew temperatures, for J negative, the only
case for which one gets divergence, a kind of bound state is formed by a
conduction electron and the moment. Then instead of having one electron
at the site, one has two. The total angular momentum is no longer i,
hut 0 and .1. The state S = 0 is
This state lies below the states S = I, i.e. it
a si nglet state With)Jlz) = 0, and therefore one





1m'/er energy. It i s
no Cu:ri e-Wei ss
behaviour to a roughly




previous method of solution concentrates on the behaviour of the
electron gas, which because of its many degreesof freedom is a complicated
syste"m. One can however "invert" the method and concentrate on the local
moment as a two state problem. "All two state probJems can be solved with
the same mathematical apparatus. Each physical system is a representation
of this mathematical solution. The" conduction electrons cause the local
spin to flip from I~> b I-{/ and vice versa. If the amplitude of this
process is A(T), where T is the temperature, "the Hamiltonian can be
written as
o
> The solution to this problem, for the eigenvalues,
E-E o A* I
(-I Eo








- fl [ J~ '/ + , -1;>J
~Ll-t) -I-{)]
Now clearly, A can not go to infinity, When [i;1"l..7 ttT it is no longer
correct to calculate the spin flip amplitude using the or~inal bases states
l-ii and \:.....~ '/ • When II'Al'2- '7 ~'T ,one has only a one state
system, and one would predict that the spin flip scattering rate will
saturate. This problem must be solved self consistently. Since for the lower
energy state, <jJ..'L'( ':::: 0 , there is no Cune-Weiss behaviour of the local
moment. However, STO"::' '/'2... ,and not zero. There is no compensation of
the local spin. T"he final degeneracy due to time reversal .invariance is
raised by a time reversal breaking interaction from the local spin's
point of view.
There are two methods of calculating the susceptibility. In the first




When there ;s a magnet;c f;eld on t
~'2. :: - A*
~2.1 : - R
Then the e;genvalues are g;ven by the two solutions of /
E - ~ -pu H .- R
-=- 0
- A* ~ - Cd +)lß H
E - 1::_ 0 ~ ILO - ur.? H'1 + lAI'!]=-r,1i I





'Ir) - o.,~ ,,> + a~ /2/
_ A. ....
~rLe- pH S~ J
z
z - 1r [e-p iiJ - eXF[ -NE~ +vx )Ji- eXF [-r(Eo-Vi<)J (-5- 27)
p,7t -= . I I-II~ /'2.
(Er -HII)\ J./'2 ij:z.l~
= 2. exp(-rf" ) (osh. pJX
wh...r~) X - rf'i H' -t R1J 6-u)
1b, <~7->" {C-'-2. + Ia: ne-~rx + L3 -/at" ] e +/Jr~[2co>h rrxr
(3.30 )
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It is however simpler, if one only wants ~r) and not<s.z>,.. ' to start
from eqn. (3.2), where·
)LeT) =
<I I 5:z I I > -:. 0
gfto'
C03h plAi
< TI" I Sz I ,., > ~ 0 (3.32 )
~ [ e'p(lfll/hr) - "'r(-IRftn )J[4l1r'(3.J~)
Fa," I~ 1 ;
f(1(" ~mClII ., )
~2 )AB' tunh r IR 1
41RI
YCT) -
reT) - ~~ )Ao'L
41 A J
("3.";)5 )
Therefore X(T) at low T depends on the tempe ra ture dependence of A, the
splitting caused by the interaction with the conduction electrons.
Experimentally one should be able to measure A by a resonance experiment,
using a transverse oscillating magnetic field h(t) = h~;(riw~
Then at resonance ~I = l1Wo) ar IRI,: 1iuJ'Y2- . Thus the physics of a
magnetic impurity in a metal would seem to show strang similarities to
the physics of a maser. However onecould not separate those impurities
in state l.ß..> from those in state Ir(.
4. The dynamical susceptibility
In extended rna teri als, metals and thei r compounds, in the formal i sm
developed in section 1, one can derive an expression for the dynamic
susceptibility which allows one to discuss their magnetic properties.
This is given by,
(4- 1)
"-
- fß ~ ~v(~) S(.r:-rv)
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1\
where ~v is the total angular momentum operator at site il , and M(r,t) J:~
is the magnetisation.
Using the closure relation twice,
.= 2. 2 <rn I , ~v ( ()-) I r n 1 I X(rn I } J1n 2 ) 1- )
rn I ""1.
Fourier transforming, one finds that,
(4.5)
YMM (~'T/) ~) :::: Iß'2 ~ <rn , 'J~II rnli( rn11 ~.h~ Ir,,+) G-,\,cr (~I tnl. i p"J 1rn.; ~ )
. Pr..)r,;,l. rnllP"+ (4.6)
or for translationally invariant systems,
XNM (~) w) == pn' I. L <I'n, I;Zu, '1~1.><rOll JU2-1 Pn4/ G-~ (f;.., Prtzi rnl) rn4 )t )
111} rll1 rllJj mit . ( )
The factors <rll' I{Ill lrnl/ are independent of the site", . 4,7
Assuming that (X.,{r"/Pn /)/= 0 for rn i ro' , and remembering the
form of the Greenls function, as being proportional to,
<Irnl ) <rt1~1) SPnt rl1) - <I rn~ I< r"4t I; ~ rC', rOt
- ~rnlrnlt , ~rn~rn) [ \ xC rn l ) >-<x (r",)>J
equation ('t'7) becomes,
YNH(VU) ~ L }Aa~. <rn , I ~ I rn2 ><r"l t J I rn,) G-~ ( rn. ) rnz ) rOq rn , J l.O )
p", IJ r"1.
_ i <rn ,' Ie -~ H X(rn I) In..'>/ Z 0
rn,"
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In the case of a completely localised system, one can see from the definition
of Gq, that
r LOC. (n r, n n ) -= C (...c:l -= 0) L- exp [ - EPn, /taJ - ~)(p(- Erm.lk1JJ ~n'/nz
lT"Cf Inl) 02,. j 101 )'nt; W () -, _
7 0 [LU - (E ('ni - E r n~ ") ] f )
l4--1/
Y~:c ( T) W ) !:;:,..?~ I< rn, II Irn,;fS (3 ~ 0)[ex![-Er•. /kTJ -exl'[-Er",/~11
. - - (;.'/f'n2,. Z D LlU - (Ern, - r: 1"",," )]
(4- .12)
where the summations are over the possible states of n1 = n2 electrons.
Where
This is athen a derivation of eqn. (3.2), when allowance is made for
degeneracy.
This formula is however not easy to calculate with. Although it is relati-
vely easy (Sec. 2) to obtain the energy spectrum from the Greenls function,
it is not simple to obtain a useful form for G sufficient to describeq
the susceptibility. This is because one needs considerable modification
to the ensemble average. In an occupied band, the energy levels need to
be filled up to the level of the chemical potential, and this ensemble
needs to be used in calculating the magnetic susceptibility.
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However, one can clear up one problem posed by the experimental results
irmllediately. In mixed valency compounds, the magnetic susceptibility is
not of a Curi e-\~ei ss type, but i s independent of tempera ture. There i s
however the exception of TmSe, which does have a Curie contribution. In this
case both configurations are magnetic. Hence(rn.I;rlrn1) ..,. 0 , and orie
can expect a Curie contribution. In most other cases, one of the configu-
rations is a non-magnetic one, and <rn, I I I Pn2-/ :. 0 ,and therefore
this band can be expected not to contribute to the sllsceptibility. Thus the
absence of a Curie behaviour is connected to the value of the matrix
elements between configurations. There need not be any complicated,
compensation of the local moments by conduc~ion electrons (2). To be
mcre specific though one needs a much better approximation to G , than. q
the one used in this paper.
In the actinides and actinide compounds, there are several materials in
which there are IImixed valencyll f-bands, which are very narrm'l , and which
lie at the Fermi energy /11/. This includes the pure metals, neptunium,
OL and ~ -plutonium, and compounds such as PuA1 2 and UA1 2.
The weak temperature dependence of the susceptibilities of these materials
shows that the very narrow banös are non-magnetic.In PuA1 2 the suscepti-
bility becomes Curie like at higher temperatures, and in this case either
a magnetic band becomes occupied at higher temperatures, or the f-states
become localised at higher temperatures due to the electron-phonon
interaction /11/. The final interpretation must be decided by experiment,
perhaps on the specific heat.
Conclusion
In this paper a method for treating the generalised Hubbard model in
d-transition metals is extended to treat f-transition metals, and mixed
valency compounds. In doing this it has been assumed that only f-electrons
interact strongly on each site, and that d-electrons are not involved.
The method however could be extended to treat this case where both d and
f-electrons interact strongly on each site,-but this would only change
the details of the results, and would not change any of the fundamental
results. ßy allowing for n-1, n, and n + 1 electrons on each site, it has
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been shown that the transfer of e1ectrons between sites leads to the
formation of electron bands. In this method one can include on site electron-
electron interactions, spin orbit interactions, and crystal field interactions.
It has been shown that if non magnetic configurations are involved in the
formation of mixed valency bands, then these bands are non-magnetic. In
this connection it is important to know when and how such non-magnetic
configurations arise. A discussion of this problem has been given in
terms of crystal field theory. In the case of an even number of electrons,
the degeneracy can be lifted by electric forces alone, but in the case of
an odd number of electrons all states are at least doubly degenerate. The
lifting of this degEneracy by in"':eraction 'Nith the conduction electrons has
been discussed and this may lead to a temperature independent susceptibility
at low temperatures.
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On the regularity of the cohesive energy of the lanthanide elements
Börje Johansson, Sekt. 214, FOA, S-104 50 Stockholm 80, Sweden
It is well-known that the quasi-irregular behaviour of the cohesive
energy of the lanthanides is due to the divalent free atom configura-
. fn+l 2 Wh h . . f d h . 1t~on, s. en the co es~ve energy ~s re erre to t e tr~va ent
atomic configuration, f nds2 , a much more regular variation through the
series is obtained. Nugent et. al. l ) proposed that the remaining varia-
tion is due to the nephelauxetic variation in the inter-f-electron
n 2repulsion energy between the gaseous f ds atoms and the corresponding
atoms in the crystalline metal. However, we will show that the reason
for this variation is exclusively an atomic property, namely the coupling
nbetween the open fand d shells.
This finding also lead us to somewhat question the appropriateness of
using the P(M)-functionl - 3) for interpolations and predictions of various
thermodynamical data. However, the P(M)-function can be readily redefined
for the lanthanides so that it is no longer influenced by the atomic
(fn , d) coupling.
Attention should now be paid to the corresponding atomic (fn,d) coupling
for the actinides, so that the P(M)-function can be appropriately redefined
also for this series of elements. Thereby, hopefully, the puzzling
experimental result for the cohesive energy of americium will be clarified.
1) L.J. Nugent, J.L. Burnett and L.R. Morss, J. Chem, Thermodynamics ~,
665 (1973).
2) F. David, K. Samhoun, R. Guillaumont and L.J. Nugent, Heavy Element
Properties, eds. W. Müller and H. Blank (North Holland, Amsterdam 1976),
p. 97.
3) F. David, K. Samhoun, R. Guillaumont and N. Edelstein, J. Inorg.
'Nucl. Chem. 40, 69 (1978).
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+KOImO EFFECT IN U, Np AIID Pu mETALS
V.Dallacasa
Istituto di Fisica, GNSM, Parma, Italy.
Abstract. A theory is presented for the. resistivity of
U, Np and Pu metals. The acoustic phonon contribution
is calculated taking the temperature dependence of the
sound velocity in the f band into account and subtracted
from the experimental curves. The remaining contribution
to the resistivity can be explained in terms of magnetic
scattering of conduction electrons from the f electrons,
with values of .the exchange constant much bigger than tT.
These large values suggest an explanation to the constant
susceptibilities as a function of temperature in terms
of f spin fluctuations.
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1 •II:TRODUCTION
The peculiar properties of actinides have raised seve~al
theoretical efforts in last years. The reach variety of ex-
perimental results can be attributed to the presence of f
electron bands, as weIl as d and s bands, at the Fermi level.
From band structure calculations (Kroeto and HilI 1970;
Freeman and Ko'elling 1974) i t is known that for the lightest
actinide 'metals, up to Pu, the f electrons balong to bands,
whcse bandwith is of the order of 1 ev. This assign them a
non-localized behavicur, contrary to those of the second
half of the series, which are more siI!lilar to rare-earth
metals. This is also confirmed by consideration of metallic
radii trough the series(Fournier 1S75,1976). At the middle
cf the series, specifically for Pu, it has been pointed out
by Jo~ansson (1975) that the Hubbard U becomes comparable
with the bandwith, as calculated in a band approach. This
would make a one-electron band structure calculation pro-
bably not appropriate there. Note that it is this metal,
by the way, that shows the most anomalous electrical prope-
rties.
From the other hand, sound attempts to t~ce correlation
into account have not been produced, except for some (Jullien
et al.1972; Doniach 1974; Long 1977) so that the situation
for Pu is not clear. This is even more so, on noting that
for Am, immediately next to Pu in the Periodic Table, a
picture of localized f electrons is appropriate (Freeman
and Koelling 1974;Fournier 1975;Johansson 1975;Jullien 1974).
The d and f electrons are supposed to form broad bands but,
as pointed out by Coqblin et al.(1978) there is a strong
f-d hybridization. We will make use of this to treat the d
and f electronstogether in calculations.
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On the basis of these considerations, one is led to a
two-band ~odel (Coqblin et al.1978) an s-like broad and
flat b~~d and a narrow f-d band, containing the Fel~i ener-
gy. The existence of a sharp f band is required by the
large value of the coefficienty of the low-temperature
electronic specific heat (Fournier 1-975; Jullien 1974;
Coqbli~ et al.1978).
In this paper we present a thcory for the resistivity
of actinide metals which is able to explain the observed
behaviour as a ~ulction of temperature for U, Np and Pu.
It can also account for the high and almost temperature-
independent magnetic susceptibility (Fournier 1975; Nellis
and Brodsky 1974; Brodsky 1S78).
The most succesful calculation for the electrical resi-
stivity so far (see Coqblin et al.1978;Brodsky et al.1974
for a review and appropriate references) has been proposed
by Jullien et al.(1S74) on the basis of a spin fluctuation
model, in which electrons of a broad s-like band are coupled
with the electrons of a narrow d-f bandthrough an exchange
interaction. Thc spin-fluctuation scatteri~~ ariscs as the
system is supposed to be close to magnetism. This model
suffers from two difficulties, the first is that strong
enhancment Stoner factors S rV 10 are needed to have agree-
ment with experiments, the second is that no explanation
can be given of the observed constant susceptibilities.
It is important to realize that, in order to understand
the actual scattering mechanisms, especially at high tem-
o ,Phonon
bperatures, ~ correc~ su traction is to be made. When the
f band is expected to be narrow 01" have a relatively small
Fermi energy , the usual linear dependence of the resisti-
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vi ty cn temperature (for T'~e where e is the Debye; tempel'a-
turc) may bccome invalid (Fradin 1S74). The resistivity may
bend towards the real axis in a plot vs.temperature and
eventually saturate e.t very high temperatures. We note in
this respect that the procedure by Coqblin et al.(1978) to
subtract the. resistivity of Th neglectsthe f phonoB contri-
bution, while in effect the Fermi te~nperatures of the f band
arising from their fits are very small (T~=280oK for Pu).
J,.l
In view of this, the phonon contribution of the narrow band
is treated in this paper. The principal aim is in the high
ter.J.perature region, typically T v 300 oIe, because at low
2temperatures the presence of a T term, where phonons contri-
bute a T5 term, could be consistent with spin fluctuations
(Jullien et al.1974;Long 1977iCoqblin et al.1978).
2.mODEL FOR PHONON-LIl.IITED RESISTIVITY
?ollowing Jullien et al.(1S74) we assume essentially a
. two-oand model. Only the electrons of the broad band, termed
conventionally the s electrons, will be assumed to carry the
current, while the f electrons are supposed to form a narrow
band around the ?ermi level.
The scattering mechanisms consist of phonon scattering
and a second mechanism that will become apparent once the
phonon subtraction is made. Thus, let us first calculate
the phonon-limited resistivity. In a Debye model this is gi-
yen 'by (Ziman 1965)
f -=ft (2.1)ks~'J1\
where "r is the Fermi wave-vector of the selectrons, tt.> their
'number per unit volume, e the electron charge and the mean
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free path is given by
This is a particular form of a general formula, proposed by
Kaiser and Doniach (1970) for the resistivity due to excita-
tions of boson type. Here, N is the number of atoms per W1i t
volQ~e, ~~an average cross section of a single atom, ~Dthe
Debye cut-off wave-vector, M the atomic mass and 8 the Debye
temperature.To get (2.2) one has to assume that 4n'>2kf(Tosi
1975) and that only acoustic phonons contribute to the scat-
tering so that the effect of optical phonons can be neglected
(Ziman 1965).This latter effect has been considered by Lang
(1977). Further, only normal processes are included, the
Umklap,p scattering being rieglected (Ziman 1965).
The existence and inclusion of optical phonons, as discus-
sed by Long, implies the consideration of the complicated
crystal structure of the actinides, with many atoms in the
uni t cell and the estimate of their encrgy Wo at zero wave-
vector. Their contribution is smaller than the acoustic one
by a factor (WD/~o)2, where wp is the Debye energy (Long 1977).
The inclusion of Umklapp processes, from the other hand
is not easy to perform, so we simply assume they are negligi-
ble,cheking at the end the consistency of this assumption.
When T~e we can calculate (2.2) as follows
i.. =N'i~ kT" ... O(€1lr)2) (2.3)
A MS,..
where srh.- is the sound veloci ty such that e:-=.1i1osrltlJ<. In a
usual approach (Ziman 1965) one would now conclude that .!...~T .
A
However, this is the result of assuming that ~r'" is independent
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in a general way to the response function of the electron
so that we have to consider the full temperature dependen-




ce of the latter. . This results because of screening
effecte, the sound velocity being related to the plasma fre-
quency of the atoms, renormalized by the dielectric constant
of the electrons. Thus we have for the frequency of sound wa-




the pl,asma frequency being J2.p'=41rNZ.etM with Z the valency and
the dielectric constant being connected to the response fUn-
ction XL~)T) by the general formula
"2-
i/elF)'" i- ~ X(1- JT) (2.5)
Actually, this equation holds for electrons interacting by
means of Coulomb forces in a positive backgrolmd without ex-
ternal potentials (Pines and Nozieres 1966). Thus, if as in
our case, elctrons belong to a band, (2.5) would be inapplica-
ble and to overcome the difficulty we assume an effective-mass
approximation. This appears justified for s e~trons, but less
for f electrons. Rowever, the gross features of the physical
quantities of interest to us, like the resistivity and the
susceptibility, are expected not to depend on details of the
density of states. Thus,with the limitation of not describe
any fine structure, we can expect that the parabolic appro-
ximation, even in the f band, is legitimate. We shall in any
case come back to this point later.
Next, the actual computation ofX(~l) is difficult in ge-
neral. But, in the present case we can use the RPA (Coqblin·
et al.1978) so that
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XRPA (~,T) "= 'Xo (~JT)/(i - ~1. )\0 L~)1-))
where )(o(~,T) is the response functiOll of the
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This equation should be used twice, for s and for f electrons.
In each case the valency Zs and Zf should be used, respecti-
vely. Thus, using (2.9) in (2.3), eq.(2.1) becomes, summing
the sand f contributions separately
with s(f}
o fi-jC.f Nr. KT XC (O)T)
J S[f")= '-10-
~se~ NZS(f}






where N(E) is the densi ty of states appropriate t'o the band
in consideration and f(~) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution fun-




Thus, the s eontribution to (2.11) e~n be worked out readily
and we find
fs=AT (2.14)
wi th A= l!L Cf"" K N~ lr.~) (2 •15)
Y-.$e1. z~'
i.e. the usual linear dependenee of a'normal metal (Ziman
1565). We note that this relation holds whenever the Fermi
energy is mueh larger than ~T and is not neeessarily rela-
ted to s eleetrons.
For a narrow f-like band the situation is different. The
eorreet formula to be used is still (2.11) but now the full
te~perature dependenee, arising from the Fermi funetion in
(2.12) has to be taken into aeeount (Fradin 1974). It is then
eonvenient to introduee the dimensionless variables (Coqblin
et al.1978;Jullien et al.1974)
T=T/fc ) XOlOIT)'=XoLo,I)/X,{OIO) ; (Tc~ ~T:) (2.16)
in terms of whieh we ean write from (2.11) the f eontribution
(2.18)
with
0" =x f f. - )-r:= ( 0 lo)T
f = tkFN~j}o _ tL.s, el.z
f
The evaluation of X ean be done numerieally and the universal
eurve obtained for ffljuo is reported in fig.1 aS'a fUnetion of
I • We note the monotonie beha~iour up to the value f~ .
This arises beeause when T·-}o 00 ,;coe J/T beeomes a Curie law.
Physieally fcO is the resistivi":y that eorresponds to isola-
ted atoms so that in faet when T ~C>o; f(~foo as the atomie motions
beeome uneorrelated. From a mathematieal point of view, a
. saturation value as T~oo is not peeuliar of phonon exeitations
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but is a general property. This follows from the forrnula of
Kaiser and Doniach (1970) on us~ng Kramers-Kronig relations
for the response function (Jullien et al.1974 for an example
of spin excitations).
As shown in fig.1, there is little difference between the
use of a ~arabolic and a rectangular density of states in the
band and the general trend of the curve is the same. This
justifies, at least in part, our particular choice of a para-
bolic band.
If eq.(2.17) is used to fit an experimental curve, as
shown in fig.2, it is seen that Tc coincides with the abs-
cissa of the intercept of the tangent from the origin to the
experimental curve with f~ . This may be used as a criterion
for a fast choice of ~ •
We note that the non-enhanced susceptibility of the band
electrons appear in eq.(2.8) as &lready pointed out by Fradin
(1974) in a similar calculation. Thus, the actual susceptibi-
lity of the system can differ from ~&)T) and include enhancment
factors., This is important as in fact the behaviour of lColo)T)
at large -r becomes Curie, while the experimental susceptibi-
lity is almost constant with tempel'ature in the cases we
cortsider here (Fournier 1975;Brodsky 1978).
As follows from {2.3) the present calculation is confined
to high temperatures such that T~e. From the definition
cf e and eq. (2.9) this inequality leads to the restriction,
using the asymptotic value Xo [OjT)-> NZ./J<T (T~ 00)
~"2. 'Z.
T» T = ~oZ (2.19)
o MK
. 2 . -'/3
For 41>= lbn N) (Ziman 1965) we find the following values:
To:: 1.60 C K. for U, 1;-:::2.2 °K for Np and ~':'.1.9 °K for Pu, where'
'. 2.'2 -3
we used in the three cases respectJ.vely Zv::4- I Nu=4.8·10 Gm ,
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-2+ N' 22_3 ~ _24-M11 =3~H . ic er j Z M .= 5 IN';;::' 5. 2 •10 G"rV\ I ,I tJ ';:' Y3?>· 10 c.Jt
P "2 P?> -l+ P
and Z P... -= 6) NPu.::: 4.26· 10- (fI.V..- I HPu.': 4'5 '10 "cl for the f band.
For the s band we find values arolmd ~=250oK, following the
same estimation method.
3.APPLICATION' TO U,Np ANTI Pu.
The c~lc~lation of the previous paragraph is oversimpli-
fied, hut at the relatively high temperatures of our interest,
iß expected to be general enough. In particular, the. cryst~l
structu.re does not appeal" to introduce serious limitations.
Tmls, in this paragraph the theory will be applied to the
problem of the electrical resistivity for U, Np and Pu, whi-eh
show an anomalous behaviour (fig.2) with respect to the normal
T dependence as exhibited by Th.
First of all, it is convenient to estimate p~ in eq.
(2.18). The Fermi wave-vector can be deduced from the de~sity
of states/atom of band s electrons "-10.25 ev /atom (Fournier
1975), putting it equal to the free-electron expression I ~~
~ g -i F
This gives t F N 12ev 01" k'F =1 .78·10 cm for Z..s =2. Next we
estimate ~"" = 47\et where CL- is the metallic radius. Available
o 0
values (Fournier 1975) are a.. =1 .6 A for U, Cl =1 .55 A for Np
o
and 0... =1 .65 A for Pu. This Bives values around f60 =200 jJ-J2 cm.
We note that the inclusion of a typical Umklapp process magni-
tude would result in too.large values (Ziman 1965) of the
resistivity as compared to the experimental ones, which are
1ess than 150r,Jlcm. Thus, they do not appeal" to play an impor-
tant role.
According to the discussion of the previous paragraph we
can now estimate quickly the value of k , by drawing the tan-
gent from the origin to the experimental curves and looking
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at the abscissa of the intercept with f~ . This leads to
T~=3.686'1<f °K for U, T~ =5.17·101oK for Np and Tt =t.02.10'2.° K
for Pu. The true experimental curves are obtained by subtrac~
ting the nonnal behaviour set equal to the resistivity of Th,
which is assumed to have no or little f character, to have
the f contribution alone. The results of the fittings with
the above mentioned values are reported in figs.3-4-5. The
phonon contribution is seen not to exhaust the full temperatu-
re dependence and a second mechanism is clearly revealed •
. Before we go on discussing this, it is worth noting the
small values of the Fermi temperatures within the f band. The
smallness of these values is similar to that deduced by
Coqblin et al.~978) • Such very small values are mentioned by
Long (1977) for the bandwith of the f band as a result of the
effects of correlation,when the Hubbard U dominates the
bandwith deduced from one-electron theories (Long 1977). From
Johansson's (1975) estimates of their ratio this seems to
be appropriate for Pu and maybe for Np, i.e. near the locali-
zation treshold at Am. Consistently with these arguments, we
see that the resultant Fermi energy of U is much larger and
closer to the values predicted by the one-electron theory.
. t
From the other hand, such small ~f values would lead to
a density of states/atom, within the assumed parabolic f band
·-1
~ 100ev /atom absurdly high and incompatible with the low
temperature specific heat data (Fournier 1975;Jullien 1974;
Coqblin et al.1978) indicating a density of states/atom of
-i
some ev latom. This can be reconcilied with our picture by
f
assuming that the f band has a sharp structure around cf
as also pointed out by Coqblin et al.(1978). The parabolic
.approximation is a poor one as far as the detailed shape i8
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concerned, as noted previously, representing only an average
shape. We obtain qualitatively a density of states possibly
as in fig.6.
f .
We note, however, that the value of Ep is not connected
in our approach with the width W of the band and , in parti-
I · d I t . f ·m from ~Ff • The w1'dthcu ar, 1n ou!' mo e we canno 1n er 11 -
fcan bo much larger than t p leading possibly to values of W
even comparable with those obtained from energy band calcula-
tions (Freeman and Koelling 1974). This conclusion \'Iould
seem to be enhanced by the observation that quantitatively
similar fits as those in figs.3-4-5 can be done with the curve
·fB in fig.1, which corresponds to tp«W. We cannot.thus unambi-
gously favour one of the models. In this second case we still
end with a picture like in fig.6 with a larger bandwith, a
split band model very similar to the covalent model proposed
by Friedel (1956) and extensively used by Fournier (1975) in
cOl~ection with actinides.
The curves C in figs.)-4-5 are the fittings to the diffe-
rence betV'18en the phonon end the experimental contributions.
In all the three cases considered we found them to be very
weIl described by a logari thmic· expression f =ß In ~ ,with
the values of Jo and -ro as indicated in the captions to the
figures. This can be related to a magnetic scattering, i.e.
a Kondo effect (Kondo 1964) originating from an antiferroma-
gnetic coupling between the s conduction electrons and the f
band electrons. Although such an interpretation requires that
thc f electrons are paramagnetic in the sense of a non-zero
spin giving rise to spin-flip processes in the conduction
band, it daes not require a Curie susceptibility in the f band.
We shall,make this point clear later in connection with the
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explanation of the constant susceptibilities. Thus, assuming
a Kondo effect we can try to deter.mine the exchange coupling
constant J. Although the f spins belong to band electrons so
that a rigorous treatment of the magnetic scattering would
require the introduction of suitable form factors, like in
spin fluctuation theorios (Kaiser and Doniach 1970; Mills and
Lederer 1966) at relatively high temperatures this effect cap
be neglected. Thus the magnetic scatterin6 contribution can
be expressed, according to Kondo (1S64) as
f -== f r\ (1 - ~ ~5} e..,. T ) (3 •1 )
F .
where J}i\ is the result of the Born approximation, proportional
to J2. Comparing this with the expression used to fit the
curves C in figs.3-4-5, we find
3Zs j 0-1.-- = --w. Toc ~c;.t=
so that we can infer the value of J from the temperaturelro
at which curves C cross the temperature axis. Assuming,
~1'l12 evas previously astimated and ~ =2 we find J=0.367 ev
for U, J=0.385 ev for Np and J=0.456 forPu. We: note that
these values are 3-4% smaller than ~l , consistent with the
use of perturbation theory necessary for (3.1) to hold (Kon-
do 1964), but much larger than kT. On the basis of this one
expects strong fluc.tuations of the f spins to occur, because.
a large value of the·coupling J will induce transitions bet-
ween states of up and.down spin. In next paragraph we shall
try to show how this feature can be useful for the explanation
of the constant value of "the susceptibility.
A magnetic scattering of the form proposed here is expec-
ted to be reasonable when the center of gravity of the f band
is not too close to the Fermi level so that one can assign
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a weIl defined number of electrons to the f band. This
would not be true anymore if the f levels are very close
to the Fermi energy anQ the system exhibits mixed-valence
behaviour (Atoyan et al.1978)
4. RESIST:l:VITX AlID MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILr'TY
The results of the previous paragraph indicate that magne-
tic scattering of conduction electrons from fluctuating spins
in the f band can provide an explanation of the high tempera-
ture resistivity of the lightest actinides U, Np end Pu for
which electrical measurements are available. The analysis
implies that the magnetic 'contribution vanishes at 1; ,whe-
re the fit of experimental curves can be accomplished by
assuming only a phonon mechanism. This suggests that the pre-
sent theory could be extended to the low temperature region
too a,s in fact we would argue to be, for T~1ö in the compen-
sated, singlet ground state of the Kondo problem (Kondo 1969).
It is knoV'ln that such astate is similar to that of anormal
Fermi liquid to which one can apply Landau's theory and in
particular one expects a T2 contribution to the resistivity
a result of the esclusion principle ( Nozieres 1974).
Such a result is ~n agreement with the observed ~2 dependence
(Brodsky et al.1974) of the resistivity. Thus, we obtain a
picture where at low temperatures the normal T2 law of the
interacting liquid dominates the phonon contribution but,
gradually, as the temperature raises, the compensated state
goes over to a strongly fluctuating spin state due to the
high value,of the coupling J. Correspondingly the resistivity,
after a T2dependence, decreases and for T>~ shows a logari thmic
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dependence.
The existence of fluctuating spins offers an explanation
to the almost constant susceptibilities. In fact, due to
the strong J, we expect a splitting in the otherwise degene-
rate two-spin state of the f spins s\tch that a spin fluctua-
-1-
tion lifetime of the order lSfl\l J isproduced. Correspon-
dingl,y, the .9~usceptibility can be expre,ssed in the form ( Ri-
vier 1968; Heeger 1969)
provided, as previously found J»kT. Results for)( , using
the previöusly founc1 values of J, are reported in table 1.
For Zf we used the number of f and d electrons together
and the comparison with experimental data is made after
subtraction of anormal contribution, identified with that
cf Th. As ane can see, the theoretical results compare favou- -b
rably well with the experiments, the difference being 0.1-0.2·10
emu/go This could be attributed to cross terms, s-f, s-d and
so on, which are difficult to evaluate, their magnitude being
reasonably smaller than the small contribution of s electrons 0.4
-6 .
10 emu/g of Th. In particular t~e theory predicts a slightly
higher value for the susceptibility on Np as compared to that
of Pu, as is observed (Fournier 1975;Brodsky et al.1974).
An interesting connection can be established between re-
sistivity and susceptibility by simple inspection of the figs.
)-4-5 and fig.7, reporting the experimental results of Four-
nier (1975). It is seen that at the temperatures lö the su-
sceptibility shows a variation with respect to the overall
constant values, although in a different fashion for'the three
metals. We 'could attribute this tentatively to the cross-over.
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from the spin-fluctuating to the compensated state, or at
least "GO the tendency of the system to change its spin-fluctu-
ating state. Being broad in temperature, these changes can
hardly oe attributed to a structure in the density of states
as a fvnction of energy.
5.DISCUSSION ~~ CONCLUSIONS
Let us summarize the principal aspects and results.
The main point was to eive a~ expression for the lattice
resistivity from phonons originating in the f band as rigou-
rous as possible, although simplified. Wnen this is subtrac-
ted from the experimental curve, the possibility of a spin
fluctuation mechanism becomes apparent, i.e. a Kondo scat-
tcring of s electrons from the electronic spins in the f band
with a value of the coupling constant J greater than kT.
This is then responsible for fluctuations of the f spins,
leading to a constant susceptibility. Thus, a single mechan'ism
allows to explain the experimental electrical and magnetic
data through the series U, Np and Pu.
The small values of the Fermi temperatures in the f bands
are suggestive of strongly correlated bands close to Np and
Pu, in agreement with the localizationthreshold at Am.
The present theorycould be extended to treat compounds
or alloys of actinides. Many of them show properties analo-
gous to those of the pure metals, in particular the maximum
in the resistivity as in Pu and susceptibilities ranging
from temperature-independent to Curie-Weiss behaviour (Jullien
1974;Coqblin et al.1978;Jullien et al.1974). Possibly some
other cases could be treated along these lines, specifically
the case of Gm. This metal also exhibits a resistivity very
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similar to that of Ptl (Schenkel 1977) and a Curie-Weiss suscep-
tibility ( Kanellakopulos et al.1975). Also, the case of Am
is cf interest. The measured electrical resistivity of this
metal (Schenkel and nuller 1977) does not fit in the model
developed here. But, as noted previously~ the electron states
in Am are believed to be localized and hence our model inap-
plicable to it in its present form. These and similar problems
are currel1.tl~l 'being investigated.
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Figure captiol1s
Fig.1. Universal curve for ff.1oo as a function of T •
Curve A: free-electron approximation; curve B: rectangular
densi ty of states w:i,th the }t'ermi energy much smaller than
the bandVlith.
Fig. 2. Ge'ometrical interpretatibn of 16 • Draw the tangent
to the experimental curve (Hp in this example) and intercept
it withf~. The abscissa of the intercept is ~ • This fi-
gura also illustrates the behavi'our of the resistivity of
L', Hp and Pu.
Fig.3. Experimental resistivity of U as a function of tempe-
rature (upper curveA) and after the subtraction of the Th
contribution (lower curve A). Curve B is the phonon contri-
bution.. Curve C is the result of' the subtraction between
curve Band the lower curve A. It can be fitted by the loga-
rithmic expression f =foln.:h- with.ß =24.4 and 1;;=230.
10
Units are fJ2cm. fcXl=196.
Fig.4. Experime~tal resistivity of Np as a function of tempe-
rature after the subtraction of the Th contribution (curve A).
The points Bare the phonon f-like fitting and the curve C
the differenc€. This can be fitted with a logarithm as in
fig.3 with fo =68.51 and ~ =180. Units are the same as in
fig.3. foo=213.
Fig.5. Experimental resistivity of Pu as a function of tempe-
rature after the subtraction of the Th contribution (curve A).
The dashed curve B is the phonon-like contribution and C
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the difference. All as in the previous figures with fo=67.61
~ =80 and foo =213.
Fig.6. Possible shape.of the densityof states in the f band
(arbitrary units) arising from the results of this paper, in
order to agree with low-temperature electronic specific heat
data.
Fig.7. Experimental magnetic susceptibilities (from Fournier
1975). Note the changes at T=80oK in Pu, at T=180oK in Np
and at T=230oK in U. These values correspond fairly well to
the To values of the logarithmic resistivity, indicating a
relation between the temperature at which the magnetic scat-
tering venishes and the values at which the susceptibilitt




J(ev) 0.367 0.385 0.456








Table "caption. Values of the coupling J deduced from the
resistivity fits and co~responding calculated lC from
(4.1). The last row reports the experimental values for
comparison, after subtraction of the Th contribution
-6
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Self-consistent band structure calculations for fluorite
structure compounds
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Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
We present electronic band structures and densities of states for U02 and
CaF2 calculated self-consistently using the linear muffin tin orbitals
(LMTO) method in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) and a local density
approximation to exchange and correlation. Using the form of the
pressure cell boundary relation appropriate to an atomic sphere the
contributions to the pressure are calculated. Earlier non self-consistent
band structures were calculated with atomic spheres of equal size. We now
examine the effects of changing the sphere sizes on charge transfer and
on the pressures.
The text contains also results on NaCl-structure actinide compounds, which
were not presented at the IIgeme Journee des Actinides".
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,. Fully Relativistic Non-Selfconsistent Band Structures.
Spin-orbit terms have been added to the band structure programmes for actinide
metals and compounds. Two methods were employed:
a) Following Andersen' the spin-orbit Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are
added to the normal band structure programs. The process is lengthy in com-
puter time due to several interior summations that must be performed. How-
ever, the method has been applied to thorium and the results are identical
2
to the Augmented Plane.Wave results of Koelling and Freeman.
b) the speed of spin-orbit calculations may be increased by applying a unitary
transformation to the structure constants of the Atomic Sphere Approximation'
and computing the coupled j-bands. This is particularly useful for actinide
compounds, where the band calculations are anyway lengthy.In Fig. , we show
the r--X bands for USb with and without spin-orbit coupling. The largest effect
is seen in the uranium 6p band where the original triplet (plus spin states) is
split into a quartet and a doublet separated by approximately 0.5 Ryd at r.
Crossings are also removed in the complex valence and f-band structures.
2. Self-Consistent Energy Band Calculations
Self-consistent energy band calculations for actinide metals and compounds have
been developed. Thus ionicities (or charge transfer), electron occupation num-
bers in various atoms and angular momentum states, radial charge densities, and
partial densities of states, may be computed. To date CaF2, U02, USb, UN, UC
and PuP have been studied. In uranium and plutonium monopnictides the hybridi-
sation of the actinide f, with pnictogen p electrons has been demonstrated. As
an example we show (Fig. 2) the partial contributions to the densities of states,
for both uranium and antimony, analysed according to angular momentum character.
We note especially how the uranium fand d in addition to the pnictogen p elec-
trons populate the valence band and how the pnictogen p-character re-appears at
the Fermi-level in what is normally called the f-band. Just such a mixing is
what is required to explain the anisotropy observed in inelastic neutron scat-
tering experiments on USb3. Another interesting example is the partial density
of states of U0 2 (Fig. 3). The f-electrons were excluded from this calculation.
One may observe how the empty conduction bands are of primarily uranium d-cha-
racter, and how the uranium d-states contribute to the valence band of the com-
pound. This is the covalent contribution to the bond.
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3. Energy Bands and Physical Properties: Zero Temperature Equation of State
The self-consistent energy band theory, described in the previous section, is
now being used to compute physical properties, starting with the zero tempera-
ture equation of state. A change of energy uniform compression is given by
JE = PV
which defines the pressure P. A computation of the pressure requires many self-
consistent band calculations at different lattice parameters.Zero pressure should
correspond to the experimentally determined equilibrium lattice parameter. In
addition the contributions to the bonding are determined in the calculation.
Systematic studies have been made of CaF2 and U0 2. Some of the results for
CaF2 and U02 are summarised in Tab. 1 . Fig. 4 shows the U02 zero temperature
equation of state and various bonding contributions as a function of lattice
parameter. We find that U0 2 is primarily an ionic compound (although less so
than CaF2), but with a considerable uranium d-contribution to cohesion.
In additional computations we have arbitrarily excluded the d-contributions to
bonding by restricting our basis states to sp-electrons. This forces the com-
pound to become fully ionic. In CaF2 the equilibrium lattice parameter changes
by only 2 %, the loss of the d-electron covalent contribution being almost
exactly compensated by an increase in the Madelung term. This similarity of
the energy of the covalent and ionic bonds explains why simple ionic theories
often give good values for the cohesive energies of partially ionic crystals.
In uranium monopnictides uranium f- and d-electrons are responsible for the bon-
ding. Although the calculations are at present in progress; we show in Tab. 2
preliminary results for UC and UNo The large negative fand d contributions are
closely connected with their hybridisation with the pnictogen p-electrons i.e.
their contribution to the valence band density of states.
A very recent computation of the bulk modulus (B) of U0 2 yields a value of
B = 2.44 1012 dyn cm- 2 compound to an experimental result of 2.09 1012 dyn cm-2
We would emphasize that the only input to the calculations are the atomic num-



















Fig. 1: Energy bands of uranium antimonide; (a) without spin-orbit coupling.
The uranium 6p state is at the bottom, (b) with spin-orbit coupling; the 6p3/ 2'
6p1 / 2 states separated by about 0.5 Ryd. Several band crossings are replaced
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Fig. 2: Partial densities of states in uranium antimonide: (a) uranium,
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Fig. 3: Partial densities of states of U02: (a) uranium, (b) oxygen. The
uranium d-electrons make a contribution to the valence band reducing the ioni-
city but providing a covalent contribution.
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Fig. 4: Zero temperature equation of state of U02 (abcissa is the %deviation
from expe~imental equilibrium lattice parameter). The theoretical and experi-
mental lattice parameters differ by about 0.5 %. Theelectronic pressure con-
tributions (analysed for atom and angular momentum character) are shown along
with the Madelung contribution. Only the uranium d-contribution is bonding.
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CaF2 U02
Cation charge 1.86 3.4
Theoretical lattice 3% <Experiments 1/2% <Experimentsparameter










to 3pv -0.68 -1.53
Madelung contribution
to 3 pv -2.01 -6.50
Tab. 1: Calcium fluoride and uranium dioxide: a comparison of electronic
structure according to band calculations.
-.202-
UC UN
Cation charge 1.5 1.4
No. of anion electrons













anion s 0.67 0.81
P 0.94 0.72
Madelung -0.84 -0.69
Tab. 2: Uranium carbide and uranium nitride: bonding contributions from
partially converged energy band calculations.
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